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This work was started as an introduction to the Faith of the 

church.  It was conceived as a Sunday school class and taught at 

Hutchinson Friends to a small class.  The purpose was to teach the 

doctrines of historic Christianity focusing on the Theological 

consensus at the council of Nicaea1.  The class was unfinished so the 

last few chapters I added in order to fill the holes in the outline, 

however the original syllabus follows in order to show the progress of 

the work.

For the chapters which I felt spoke primarily of the fact of the 

Historical Jesus, instead of going into detail2, I read the gospel 

accounts of the Crucifixion and resurrection.  Lectures 10-12 I never 

had the opportunity to give as lectures; however they will be given to 

the class members in the final written form.

I removed the separate treatment of "Almighty," and of "One 

Lord Jesus Christ3", combining each with a later chapter, because the 

additional treatment did not add to the purpose of this work - which is 

a introduction to basic Christian beliefs, as they have always been 

held by the Church.  These two chapters were the longest and most 

1 With the exception of the last chapter because I could not find the "unity" 
which was written about by Cyprian at any point in Church History - so I counted his 
work propaganda, accepting in his Ecclesiology only "There is no salvation outside 
the Church."  This I accepted because no one - not even the Protestant reformers 
have rejected it.

2 This is the reason for the shortness of these chapters.

3 After the class was finished - on the advice of Dr. Kettler, with the approval of Dr. 
Brightup.  It was easy to see the wisdom that I should focus on making a class for 
the uninstructed less instead of more complex.



complex of the work, showing that they could each have been used as 

the basis of a more complex work.  In order to meet the purpose of 

this course, I require greater simplicity.  Hopefully I managed to 

express the faith simply, without expressing a simplistic faith.

To any who wish to teach a class based on my work, I 

recommend a good understanding of John, in his Gospel is the basis of 

our understanding of the Trinity.  



Syllabus, for the “Introduction to the Creed”

Course objectives: To achieve a familiarity with the most basic of the 
ancient teachings of Christianity.  This will be achieved by studying the 
teaching creed of Cyril of Jerusalem phrase by phrase; by looking at the 
Nicene Creed of 325 and the Constantinopolitan creed of 381 (an amended 
form of the Nicene creed, and the creed in current use by the church.) 

Week 1, Sunday, January 7, 2001: Introduction to the Creed: 
Introduction to the creed.  Reading of various creeds, discussion concerning 
meaning construction and purpose – brief overview; also a discussion of the 
significance of “We believe in one God.”

Week 2, Sunday, January 14, 2001: The Father.  A discussion of the 
person of the Father as taught by historical Christianity.

Week 3, Sunday, January 21, 2001: Almighty.  A discussion of the power 
of God the Father, divine providence, etc.  The implementations of the power 
of God has been hotly debated for centuries, there will be a brief mention of 
a selection of these subjects.

Week 4, Sunday, January 28, 2001:  Maker of Heaven and Earth, and 
all things visible and invisible.  A discussion of the Father as creator, and 
of the creation.  

Week 5, Sunday, February 4, 2001:  And in one Lord Jesus Christ.  A 
discussion of the significance of Jesus as Lord.

Week 6, Sunday, February 11, 2001: The only begotten son of God, 
begotten of the Father Very God  before all ages by whom all things 
are made.  A discussion of the divine nature of the person of the Son as 
taught by historic Christianity. 

Week 7, Sunday, February 18, 2001:  Incarnate and made man.  A 
discussion of the human nature of the Son, as taught by historic Christianity; 
and an exploration of the unity and dichotomy of the two natures.

Week 8, Sunday, February  25, 2001:  Crucified and Buried.  A 
discussion of the significance of the crucifixion and burial of Christ; the 
gospel account, Pauline theology, and the writings of the Fathers.

Week 9, Sunday, March 4, 2001:  And he rose again on the third day, 
and ascended into the heavens, and sat on the right hand of the 
Father.  A discussion of the resurrection of Christ, and his current and 
continuing ministry.

Week 10, March 11, 2001:  And shall come in glory to judge the quick 
and the dead; of who’s kingdom there will be no end.  A discussion of 
Christ as judge, and as king.  This discussion of eschatology will include both 
expected and realized eschatology.  



Week 11, March 18, 2001:  And in the Holy Ghost, the paraclete, who 
spoke by the prophets.  A discussion of the person of the Holy Spirit, as 
taught by the early Church.  This lesson will also include the teachings of 
the authority of Scripture, both by the Fathers and by later theologians.      

Week 12, March 25, 2001:  And in one holy Catholic Church, And in 
the resurrection of the flesh, and in life everlasting.  This lesson is to 
cover the nature of the church, its membership, and its destiny.  

Teaching Creed of Cyril of Jerusalem – Date 
Unknown

I.  We believe in one God,
A.  Father almighty,

1.  Creator of heavens and of earth
2.  All things visible and invisible

B.  And in one Lord Jesus Christ
1.  The Son of God
2.  The only begotten4

3.  The “begotten of the Father”
4.  True Divinity5

a.  Before all things of the ages
b.  Through him all things were made

5.  The One who put on flesh6, and who became man
6.  Crucified and buried
7.  And rose from the dead on the third day

a.  And ascended to the heavens
b.  And is seated at the right of the Father

8.  And will come again in glory
a.  Judging living and dead
b.  [His] kingdom will not end7.

C.  And in the Holy Spirit

4 “Only begotten” is properly translated “unique,” however traditionally is left as is.

5 Could also be translated “True God,” 

6 This is a single word that may be rendered “fleshed.”   I’m guessing that perhaps it 
is “middle voice” instead of “passive voice,” so that he “put on flesh.”

7 I added the pronoun – and changed the grammar… cannot think of a more valid 
translation though.



1.  The Paraclete8

2.  Who spoke by the prophets.

II.  And in one baptism for repentance into forgiveness of sin
III. And in one holy, Catholic Church,
IV. And in the resurrection of the flesh,
V.  And in eternal life.

Nicene Creed of 325 A.D.
We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of all 

things visible and invisible; and in one Lord Jesus Christ the Son 
of God, the only-begotten of his Father, of the substance of the 
Father, God of God, Light of Light, very God of very God, 
begotten, not made, being of one substance with the Father.  By 
whom all things were made, both which be in heaven and in 
earth.  Who for us men and for our salvation came down and 
was incarnate and was made man.  He suffered and the third 
day he rose again, and ascended into heaven.  And he shall 
come again to judge both the quick and the dead.  And [we 
believe] in the Holy Ghost.  And whosoever shall say that there 
was a time when the Son of God was not, or that before he was 
begotten he was not, or that he was made of things that were 
not, or that he is of a different substance or essence [from the 
father] or that he is a creature, or subject to change or 
conversion – all that so say, the Catholic and Apostolic Church 
anathematizes them.

Amended Version of the Nicene Creed – ratified at 
the Council at Constantinople -- 381
We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of 

heaven and Earth and of all things visible and invisible.  And in 
one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, begotten of 
his Father before all worlds, Light of Light, very God of very 
God, begotten not made, being of one substance with the Father, 
by whom all things were made.  Who for us men and for our 
salvation came down from heaven and was incarnate by the 
Holy Ghost and the Virgin Mary, and was made man, and was 
crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate.  He suffered and was 

8I could not find a better translation than the English form of the Greek word. It is 
defined as follows:   “one called or sent to assist another; an advocate, one who 
pleads the cause of another… one present to render various beneficial service, and 
thus the Paraclete, whose influence and operation were to compensate for the 
departure of Christ himself”  Mounce, William The Analytical Lexicon to the Greek 
New Testament, Zondervan, Grand Rapids MI,  1993, 354



buried, and the third day he rose again, according to the 
Scriptures, and ascended into heaven, and sitteth at the Right 
Hand of the Father.  And he shall come again with glory to judge 
both the quick and the dead ; whose Kingdom shall have no end. 
And [we believe] the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life, who 
proceedeth from the Father, who with the Father and the Son 
together is worshipped and glorified , who spake by the 
prophets.  And [we believe] in one holy, Catholic and Apostolic 
Church.  We acknowledge one Baptism for the remission of sins, 
[and] we look for the life of the world to come. Amen



We Believe in One God

Chapter 1:  We Believe in One God

The Church, though dispersed throughout the whole world, even 
to the ends of the earth, has received from the apostles and 
their disciples this faith:

She believes in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven, 
and earth, and the sea, and all things that are in them;  
And in Christ Jesus, the Son of God, who became incarnate for 
our salvation;
And in the Holy Spirit, who proclaimed through the prophets the 
dispensations of God, and the advents, and the birth from a 
virgin, and the passion, and the resurrection from the dead, and 
the ascension into heaven in the flesh of the beloved Christ 
Jesus, our Lord, and His [future] manifestation from heaven in 
the glory of the Father “to gather all things in one,” and to raise 
up anew all flesh of the whole human race, in order that to 
Christ Jesus our Lord, and God, and Saviour, and King according 
to the will of the invisible Father, “every knee should bow, of 
things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the 
earth, and that every tongue should confess” to Him, and that 
He should execute just judgment towards all…

The Churches which have been planted in Germany do not 
believe or hand down anything different, nor do those in Spain, 
nor those in Gaul, nor those in the East, nor those in Egypt, nor 
those in Libya, nor those which have been established in the 
central regions of the world… For the faith being ever one and 
the same, neither does one who is able at great length to 
discourse regarding it, make any addition to it, nor does one, 
who can say but little, diminish it.9

How little our faith has changed from the time that Irenaeus 

spoke the faith of the Church in the Second Century AD to the time 

when the Ecumenical creed was finalized at the Council at 

Constantinople in  381 AD shows how true his words are.  When the 

Council decided the words of the Ecumenical faith, the Bishops who 

9 Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Book 1 Chapter x, 1-2  Dr. Coxe, Cleveland, Ante-
Nicene Fathers v1, Hendrickson Publishers, 1885, reprinted 1999,  p 330-331  

9



We Believe in One God

assembled sought not to express the faith of the fourth century but 

instead the faith of the whole Church for all times.  The Bishops, when 

they had agreed upon the words of the Faith said:  "This is the Faith of 

the Apostles."

This is a study of the ancient faith of the Church, as it has been 

handed down to us through the centuries.  It is of the faith handed 

down through the councils of Nicaea and Constantinople.  It also looks 

at confessions that predated these councils but are local instead of 

ecumenical in nature.

Confessions have been used to teach the faith of the church, as 

an outline for a larger theological work, and as a method to safeguard 

the Church from the most dangerous of heresies.  The word Creed 

comes from the Latin, Credo – or  "I believe" (from the “Apostles 

Creed”), however the standard formula for the Creed is pistomen, or 

“We believe.”

It is unfortunate that the Creed does not translate easily into 

English, however I have put my translation of one confession10 into an 

10 The Jerusalem confession – used as an outline by St. Cyril for the teaching of the 
Christian faith – this confession was not the one which was quoted… the writings of 
Cyril have the Nicene creed as the one taught – it was the outline to teach the points 
of the faith.  This outline does not include “j oJmousion”, however the lessons of Cyril 
are held to be Orthodox, and I have made use of him for this work, because I have 
similar goals.

Philip Schaff Creeds of Christendom v.1,  mentions the opinion Dr. Hort that the 
Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed is "not a revision of the Nicene Creed... but that of 
Jerusalem."   Schaff writes, "The Nicene Creed comes nearest to that of Eusebus of 
Caesarea... the Constantinopolitan Creed resembles the creeds of Cyril and 
Epiphanius... We may therefore trace both forms to Palestine, except the Nicene 
homoousion."

10



We Believe in One God

outline, attempting to show the doctrine of the Trinity as it is stated in 

Greek.  If you notice I have: “I.  I believe in one God” and then the 

points concerning the Father, the Son, and the Spirit are all sub-points 

to the first “I believe.”  This is because the creed is a single sentence. 

The verb is “We Believe11.”  The first phrase, the one that all other 

clauses are dependent on is “We believe in one God.”  The persons of 

the Trinity fall under that one God.  This is common to the two 

Ecumenical Greek Creeds we will be looking at as well.

This usage, which affirms one God and yet distinctively names 

and describes the Father, Son, and Spirit (as being the one God), is an 

understandable way to introduce the doctrine of the Trinity.  The 

thoughts of the unity, as well as the triune nature of God, are never 

separated from one another.  This way of expressing and teaching the 

Christian faith avoids both Unitarianism and some sort of tri-Theism.

Not only does the Creed say, We believe in one God, but it only 

says we believe once.  It is the same faith in God that brings the faith 

Schaff, Philip (& David)  Creeds of Christendom v.1, Baker Book House, Grand 
Rapids, MI,  1931, reprint 1985, 26 

It is likely that the creed does not include the word oJmousion because, 1. The Arian 
heresy was not a major issue in that location of the Church, 2.  A local council at 
Antioch apparently had forbidden the use of that word – in spite of the fact that it 
has enjoyed Orthodox usage since at least the second Century A.D. -- in theological 
formulas, due to heterodox usage by Sabellians and the heretic Paul of Samosata. 

Percival, Henry, Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers second Series v14, Hendrickson 
Publishers, 1900, reprinted 1999,  p 4-5,   

  
11 pistomen (We Believe) Greek verbs include the pronoun.

11



We Believe in One God

in the one baptism, in the forgiveness of sins, in the Church, in the 

resurrection, and in eternal life.  This Creed is in agreement with a 

much older Pauline formula found in Ephesians 4:5-6 :”One Lord, one 

faith, one baptism; one God and father of all, who is over all and 

through all and in all.”

We must realize that the creed is not the destination of true 

Christian doctrine, but instead is a map.12  God is too big to be 

contained in the words of men.  We can not comprehend the reality 

that is our Lord, but the attempt is of value.  We would be foolish to 

ignore the paths that have been beaten out by those preceding us. 

Remember, the words of the Creed are “I believe in God,” not I believe 

in this creed.  We must not worship the past quest for God, but 

instead we study God as an act of Worship to Him.

Specifically, I would like to look at the Ecumenical Creed issued 

at the council of Nicaea.  This Creed is intended for the protection of 

the faith of the Church.  It was to be memorized and quoted before 

the participation in sacramental worship.  Attempts were made so that 

the most dangerous of the heretics could not say it.  This Creed in 

many ways is like earliest of the confessions, there is only one faith 

and one God,  however the items in this Creed are more direct, and 

almost intended to tie up the stomach.  This Creed has the danger of 

12 This is an attempt to justify the teaching of the creed to Quakers – considering 
their fear of formulated statements of faith.  No need to focus on the fear – but there 
is a need to address it.

12



We Believe in One God

becoming a fence, to keep people out of the church, however its 

purpose is to keep away false teachings and false teachers.  It is 

written for the purpose of keeping wolves from the flock.

Creed of Nicaea ad 325

We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of all 
things visible and invisible; and in one Lord Jesus Christ the Son 
of God, the only-begotten13 of his Father, of the substance of the 
Father, God of God, Light of Light, very God of very God, 
begotten, not made, being of one substance with the Father.  By 
whom all things were made, both which be in heaven and in 
earth.  Who for us men and for our salvation came down and 
was incarnate and was made man.  He suffered and the third 
day he rose again, and ascended into heaven.  And he shall 
come again to judge both the quick and the dead.  And [we 
believe14] in the Holy Ghost.  And whosoever shall say that there 
was a time when the Son of God was not, or that before he was 
begotten he was not, or that he was made of things that were 
not, or that he is of a different substance or essence [from the 
father] or that he is a creature, or subject to change or 
conversion – all that so say, the Catholic and Apostolic Church 
anathematizes them.

There are several differences that we should note between this 

Creed and the confession of Cyril.  The first thing we notice is that the 

words on Christ are expanded to say that the Son is of one essence 

13 Job Scott feels that because Christ is Begotten of the father, it naturally follows 
that He must be of the same essence, and that they do the same work. – for if he 
were of another essence then there would be two gods instead of one God.
The Works of Job Scott, v1,  1792 517-18

14 I am just copying the English translation given Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers 
Second Series V 14, p4 ed Percival, Henry,  Hendrickson Publishers, Peabody, Mass, 
1999  page 5

In comparing this to the Greek form of the same creed (was put next to the Creed of 
Cyril) I see that again, there is just one faith (only one I believe) and that the One 
God applied to Father Son and Spirit, just as it clearly did in the Creed of Cyril – 
unfortunately this is lost in this author’s attempt at translation.

13



We Believe in One God

with the Father.  Next, we see at the end there is a curse given to all 

who say otherwise.

This Creed focuses on the Son and, most specifically, the need to 

maintain the unity of the Godhead.  This Creed is given to protect the 

Church from those who would somehow separate our Lord from the 

Godhead, perverting his divine15 nature.

The primary false teaching opposed at Nicaea is that Jesus had 

an essence that was diverse from that of both God and man; Arius of 

Alexandria supported neither His divinity nor His manhood.16 

Of course, Arius was not the only heretic attacking the nature of 

Christ by the beginning of the Fourth Century.  Because of certain 

other heretical views, the insistence that the Son was of the same 

essence as the Father scared some of the Christian Bishops. For 

example, Sabellius denied the idea of a Triune God, saying the Son is 

the Father and the Father is the Spirit and the Spirit is the Son; The 

Sabelian heresy was important to stamp out early on because we 

cannot replace what has been revealed to us by Scripture and through 

15 The Quakers of Yorkshire Quarterly Meeting said of Christ in a often quoted 
minute they wrote in 1919 that the apostles and early church writers had no 
difficulty with Christ being both human and divine.  The statement goes on to 
suggest that perhaps we are mistaken when we think that His humanity takes away 
from His divinity, or that His divinity must take away from his Humanity.  They also 
point out that Jesus is bigger then anyone – so it is foolish to try to reduce Christ to 
a formula – Christ is bigger then the formula.
Yorkshire Q.M. Memo on “the book of discipline,” 1919

16 Robert Barclay, in his confession of the Faith fully acknowledges his belief in both 
the deity and the humanity of Christ.  It would be quite difficult to judge the 
confession as being anything less than orthodox when looking at the person of 
Christ.

14



We Believe in One God

the Son by that which is compatible with philosophical proofs.  We 

accept the doctrine of the Trinity not because we can prove it but 

instead because it is that which was shown to us through the Son.

What follows are some other heresies which, while not being 

issues of major discussion17 at the Council of Nicaea, were also false 

views about Christ that needed to be addressed by the Church.   

 A false view that Jesus was not divine, but only flesh and that 

Christ was not man but was God.  (Two Sons)

 A false view is that Jesus was never really put on flesh, but 

only appeared to thus he was never truly incarnate, never 

made man, and never died or rose again.  

 A false view is that Jesus was never God  but only a man, and 

that as a man, there was nothing all that special about him, 

he was not divine.  

These teachings, gaining power in the early church, were issues 

that needed to be addressed because they had the power to destroy 

the Church they were the preaching of a gospel different then that of 

Paul.  These false views are dangerous in that they destroy our hope 

of salvation,  but this is a topic for another time.  

What is important is that the Creed stresses one triune God.  It 

is a roadmap to the  study of the nature of Our Lord,  drawn from that 

17 The major discussion was concerning the views of Arius and of the Sabellians.  

15



We Believe in One God

which has been revealed to us, both through His Son and by the Holy 

Spirit.  

I know that the triune nature of God can be confusing. Earlier 

you may have understood that there are heresies both of making three 

Gods, and of denying the distinct existence of the three.  The Church 

expresses the Trinity as taught by the Creed i.e. the “Faith” as 

follows:

It is the faith that teaches us to believe in the name of the 
Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.  According to this 
faith there is one Godhead, Power and Substance of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost; the dignity being equal, 
and the majesty being equal in three perfect hypostases, i.e. 
three perfect persons.  Thus there is no room for the heresy of 
Sabellius by the confusion of the hypostases, i.e. the destruction 
of the personalities; thus the blasphemy of the Eunomians, of 
the Arians, and of the Pneumatomachi is nullified, which divides 
the substance, the nature, and the godhead, and superinduces 
on the uncreated cosubstantuaial and co-eternal Trinity a nature 
posterior, created and of a different substance18.  

This tells us two things.  First, that there is one God of one 

nature.  The Father, Son, and Spirit are “of the same substance,” they 

are all eternal and uncreated.  It also reminds us that the Father, Son, 

and Spirit are distinct persons.  They are equal in majesty, in glory, in 

authority  i.e. the idea of a hierarchy is ludicrous.  Basil the Great 

writes:  

The words of baptism are the same, and they declare that the 
relation of the Spirit to the Son equals that of the Son with the 

18 From the Synodical Letter from the Council of Constantonople A.D. 382
Edited Dr. Dr Philip Schaff, Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers Second Series v14, 
Hendrickson Publishers, 1900, reprinted 1999,  p 189  

16



We Believe in One God

Father.  If the Spirit is ranked with the Son, and the Son with 
the Father, then the Spirit is obviously ranked with the Father 
also…  There is one God and Father, one Only-Begotten Son, and 
one Holy Spirit.  We declare each Person to be unique, and if we 
must use numbers, we will not let a stupid arithmetic lead us 
astray to the idea of many gods.19

We are not to confound the persons of the Trinity, in other words 

they are not modes of existence for the one God, but instead the 

Father has always been distinctly Father, the Son (or Word) has 

always existed distinctly as Son (or Word), and the Spirit has always 

existed distinctly as Spirit.  Unlike the philosopher’s idea of the 

creator  God’s existence and identity is in no way defined by his 

relation to the creation.

The Father is eternal, uncreated and unbegotten.  He is creator 

of all, but first he is Father to the Son; his Fatherhood is not 

dependent on creation.  The Father is “creator of heaven and earth.” 

The Father is necessary for salvation for it is the Father who calls 

humankind to the Son.

The Son is co-eternal with the Father.  He is begotten and not 

made.  The Son is the chief method of divine revelation of God to man, 

for he is the Light that has come into the world. Those who have seen 

the Son have seen the Father.  The Son is God in the flesh, God 

putting on the flesh of the express image of God.  He suffered for our 

iniquities and was bruised for our transgressions.    We find salvation 

19 Basil, On the Holy Spirit Chapter 17 #43, #44,  tr: Anderson, David  St Vladimir’s 
Seminary Press, Crestwood New York 1997, 70, 72

17



We Believe in One God

in him through participation in his death and resurrection.  Our 

Church stands as the Bride of Christ, purchased and purified by 

Christ’s divine humanity.  He is co-creator with the Father, nothing 

being made without the Son’s hand in it.  He is the sustaining force 

that maintains the continuance of all life and the whole universe.

The Son is unique in that He is one person with who contains 

two distinct natures.  The Son is fully human and fully divine.  These 

two natures are neither separated, nor do they become mingled, so 

that Christ is true God, and he is also true man.    

The Spirit is the source of our Holy Scripture having spoken 

scripture through the prophets.  He20 is sent by Christ, and acts as our 

Paraclate.21  The Spirit is the source of the Church’s power on this 

earth.  The Spirit is uncreated and co-eternal with the Father and the 

Son.

Last, we should take a look at the current Faith.  At 

Constantinople, many of the phrases in the Jerusalem confession that 

were not in the Nicene creed were added.  In addition the curse to 

any who hold false views of Christ, while still being upheld by the 

counsel is no longer spoken by all who recite the faith of the Church.

20 It is difficult to choose which personal pronoun to use for the Spirit as the word 
has no natural gender and is a neuter word in Greek.  There is no precedent, as 
there are examples of the Church Fathers using the equivalents of He, She and It for 
the Spirit.  Any of these pronouns is insufficient for they either imply gender (which 
in inaccurate,) or "It" can imply an impersonal power (which is unacceptable.)    

21 Similar to Lawyer

18



We Believe in One God

Amended version of the Nicene Creed – ratified at the Council at 
Constantinople -- 38122

We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of 
heaven and Earth and of all things visible and invisible.  And in 
one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, begotten of 
his Father before all worlds, Light of Light, very God of very 
God, begotten not made, being of one substance with the Father, 
by whom all things were made.  Who for us men and for our 
salvation came down from heaven and was incarnate by the 
Holy Ghost and the Virgin Mary, and was made man, and was 
crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate.  He suffered23 and was 
buried, and the third day he rose again, according to the 
Scriptures, and ascended into heaven, and sitteth at the right 
hand of the Father.  And he shall come again with glory to judge 
both the quick and the dead ; whose kingdom shall have no end. 
And [we believe] the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life, who 
proceedeth from the Father, who with the Father and the Son 
together is worshipped and glorified , who spake by the 
prophets.  And [we believe] in one holy, catholic and apostolic 
Church.  We acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sins, 
[and] we look for the life of the world to come. Amen.

22 Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers (Second Series) book 14 – p 163  Edited Dr. 
Henry Perciville

23 I have great appreciation for Augustine’s statement about this being a display of 
His love for us… something that maybe should have been included in the creed from 
“on the catechising of the uninstructed”
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Chapter 2:  The Father

The last chapter spoke of the Creed, or the Faith of the Church. 

It specifically examined the idea of “We believe in One God.”  In our 

study we found that the Creed teaches that the One God exists in 

three distinct persons: The Father, The Son, and the Holy Spirit, and 

yet there is just one God, all of these being of the same substance as 

the other.  I wish to remind all of you now that we believe this, 

because this is the nature of God that was revealed to us by the Son.

This chapter considers the person of the trinity called the 

Father,  and what it means to be the Father.  As we already know, the 

Father is of the same substance as the Son and the Spirit, so that the 

attributes given to God belong to the whole Trinity.  The Father is 

eternal, the Spirit is eternal, and the Son is eternal, and yet there is 

just one eternal.  Although this is true, the Father is not the Son; there 

is a distinction made between them.  I intend to discuss this 

distinction and maybe even get into why it is important. 

If you pay close attention, you will notice many references to the 

Son.  The reason for this is that you cannot speak of the Father 

without the Son, nor can you consider one without the other.  The 

name Son speaks of the Father, and that of the Father speaks of the 

Son24.  In addition, John records Jesus saying that “the work of the 

24 Athanasius, Four Discourses against the Arians, Discourse I chapter ix #33, ed. 
Robertson, Archibald, Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers v.4 second Series, 
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Son is also the work of the Father, so that the Son does nothing 

without the Father.”  It is also true that the Father does nothing 

outside the work of the Word, or the Son, for when we speak of the 

Father as creator we must realize that all things were created through 

the Word.  (Without Christ, nothing was made which was made).  

As we know, God is without beginning.  Reading John chapter 1, 

we also realize that the Word is there from the beginning.  The Spirit 

is also without beginning God is uncreated and eternal.  It is 

important to realize that the three personas of the trinity are not tied 

to eras: the Father creator, the Son savior, and the Spirit the mother 

of the church.  We must realize that the Father existed as Father 

before He was the creator and the Son as Son before the event of the 

incarnation.

Because of this, we must realize that the Father is not Father 

because of his relationship to us, for we are not eternal, but instead 

because the Father is Father to the Son25.

In order for us to understand the nature of the Father we must 

consider how we know him as Father.  Some would go back to 

Hendrickson, Peabody Massachusetts, 1892, 1999, 325-326  

A very beautiful argument by Athanasius – I am becoming quite impressed how he 
builds postulates from the axioms given by the Jesus sayings in John.  

25 There certainly was not a time when God was not the Father… since, therefore, 
the Father is eternal, the Son also is eternal… For where there is the begetter, there 
is also the offspring.  And if there is no offspring, how and of what can He be the 
begetter?  From “The Epistle to Dionysius, Bishop of Rome”  Ante-Nicene 
Fathers v.6 p92
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creation thinking that the creator is Father, as by creation he fathered 

all the life on this earth.  Unfortunately, this is problematic at best, for 

the best we can come up with is the “unmoved mover” of Aristotle,26 a 

pagan god, different to the one that has been revealed to us through 

the Son.    

C.S. Lewis, in his Mere Christianity, elegantly shows the 

difference between the divine person that is discovered by a 

philosopher and that of the Christian God as follows.  

“We have two bits of evidence about the Somebody.  One 
is the universe He has made.  If we used that as our only clue, 
then I think we should have to conclude that He is a great artist 
(for the universe is a very beautiful place), but also that He is 
quite merciless and no friend to man (for the universe is a very 
dangerous and terrifying place).  The other bit of evidence is 
that Moral Law which He has put into our minds.  And this is a 
better bit of evidence then the other, because it is inside 
information.  You find out more about God from the Moral Law 
than from the universe in general just as you find out more 
about man a man by listening to his conversation than by 
looking at a house he has built.  Now, from this second bit of 
evidence we conclude that the Being behind the universe is 
intensely interested in right conduct – in fair play, unselfishness, 
courage, good faith, honesty and truthfulness.  In that sense we 
should agree with the account given by Christianity and some 
other religions, that God is “good.”  But do not let us go too fast 
here…  It is no use, at this stage, saying what you mean by a 
“good” God is a God who can forgive.  You are going too quickly. 
Only a Person can forgive.  And we have not yet got as far as a 
personal God.27

26 This is the argument of Dr. Christian Kettler.  In his argument he is in agreement 
with historic Christianity.  Aquinas did however develop a rather lengthy systematic 
theology starting with the concept of causality.

27 Lewis, C.S.  Mere Christianity, Macmillan Company New York, 1960,  p37
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What Lewis was doing was starting with a list of philosophical 

lectures – giving an apology.  He first “proved” a god – and then 

showed that the God that can be proved is diverse from the God of 

Christianity28 (or even from the god of any religion, unless Aristotle 

formed his own religion.)  The reason I have done this is to show that 

the source of the knowledge is not only the order of creation, but 

instead is something else.  If we base our knowledge of the Father 

only on the creation, or the order of the universe then we are 

mistaken about His true nature29.  The fact we name Him Father 

proves that we have revelation outside what was created, for the 

name Father implies fatherhood.

Scripture gives us the answer to the problem of how we are to 

know the Father.  Christ said, “No man knows the Father but the Son, 

and those the Son chooses to reveal him to.”  In truth, we know 

nothing about the Father without the revelation of the Son.  To give an 

example, we do not know to identify the Father with the creation of 

the earth, except that the Son has told us that the Father is the 

creator.  

One thing that we must remember is that the Father is very 

much like the Son30.  We know the work of the Father, because the 
28 Reminds me of Aquinas – and yet it seems to be a critique of Aquinas, for Lewis 
did not seem to trust natural theology nearly as far as Aquinas did.

29 I do hold the creation as being a revelation of certain attributes of God, however it 
reveals nothing of the trinitarian nature of God.

30 Of the same substance, but a distinct persona.
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work of the Father was carried on by the Son; and there was no work 

of the Son during the time of Christ's ministry on earth in which the 

Father did not have a part.31

Not only is the Father involved in the ministry of the Son, but 

there are places where the intervention of the Father was vital.  We 

must remember that Christ prayed to the Father while living as a 

man, and in Hebrews we see him at the right hand of the Father, 

always giving intercession for us; His ministry of prayer for us to the 

Father has not ceased.

When our Lord taught the disciples to pray, he taught them to 

pray to “Our Father.” Paul wrote of the work of the Father because 

Christ had given us the power, or permission to become children of 

God.  Through Christ, God has become not only Father to the Son, but 

also “Our Father.”  Through Christ we learn that the Father is a loving 

Father who gives “every good and perfect gift,”  who gives us “bread 

and not a stone, a fish and not a snake.” 

The Father is vital to our salvation.  There are several reasons 

for this.  First, the Father is vital to salvation because the Son was 

sent by the Father.  Second, the Father is vital to salvation, because it 

is the Father who hears the prayers of our Lord, “Father Forgive 

them.”  Third, the Father is essential to salvation because it is only the 

Father who is able to call someone into repentance.  

31 “Irenaeus “Against Heresies” chapter 4
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The Father sent the Son in an act of grace.  The grace of the 

Father, the good gifts that his has given man have been with us from 

the beginning of creation.  There was no reason why the world had to 

have been created.  There was no reason that we should have been 

allowed to take our first breath – no reason why we should be allowed 

to continue as we are.  All that we are, our whole life, and all we can 

touch is by the Father's grace, and in his grace, he sent the Son.  The 

Son came to teach us of the Father and to bring the possibility of 

repentance.

The grace of the Father was also manifest in the way Christ has 

shown him to us.  Christ shows us the Father through His prayers. 

You must realize that when Christ prays for man, he prays not for man 

to come to repentance32, but instead for God to forgive the sins of 

man.  When Christ speaks to the paralytic, he does not say “repent,” 

but instead says, “Your sins are forgiven.”  In the words of our Lord, 

he came not to condemn the world, but that the world may through 

him may be saved.  Our hope for salvation is in this relationship 

between the Son and the Father – for the prayer, “Father forgive 

them” to be effective. 

We must realize that none are led to Christ, or to salvation by 

any man.  It would be a very bold man to take credit for that which 

32 Christ called people to repent, the prophets called people to repent, the Baptist 
called people to repent.  There seems to be silence concerning any of  those who 
called people to repentance praying for their hearers to do so; perhaps I assume too 
much from silence.
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Christ himself denied credit for our Lord said of himself, “None can 

come to the Son unless the Father has called him.”  If Christ cannot 

successfully call someone to discipleship, or repentance, then we 

neither could we do so.

I realize that right here there may be some protest: “What is the 

purpose of our work in evangelism,” or “Is not the work of the church 

to preach the gospel?”  I may even hear of the evangelistic work of the 

apostles.  I, of course, do not deny this work, however it can only be 

effective when it complements the work of the Father, for only the 

Father can effectively call someone to the Son.  If there is success 

outside the work of the Father, then it is only the conversion to a new 

system of philosophy, giving the convert a false hope.  The only result 

of baptizing a pagan is a wet pagan.  Without the intervention of the 

Father all our efforts at evangelism are futile; and in the end, only the 

Father can receive the glory for a work that is first of all His.  

Remember that a few moments ago I said, “Christ said to the 

paralytic, 'Your sins are forgiven,'" not asking if he wished forgiveness 

of sins.  We cannot invite someone to receive forgiveness for we do 

not have the power to reject the forgiveness of God.  We do not earn 

forgiveness by asking for it,  not by repentance, but instead it has 

already been given through Christ.

Now, hearing this  I know that you can think, Where is the 

judgement?  There are several things we must realize.  When we are 
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forgiven, it is not because the Father has “looked the other way,” but 

instead forgiveness is an act of judgement.  It is like when the 

President writes a pardon.  It would be ludicrous for the President to 

pardon someone who has never been convicted of a crime, but by 

giving forgiveness it is shown that the crime has been judged to have 

happened.   By the act of forgiving us, we are declared sinners.

Another thing we must realize is that a pardon does not 

overturn the consequences of the crime.  We are fools if we think that 

the primary consequence of the crime is the punishment.  Instead the 

sin is released to cause the world to suffer.  The innocent as well as 

the guilty endure the consequences of the sin.  This has been the case 

ever since the beginning of mankind  for as we will remember, God 

told Adam, “And on the day you shall eat the fruit you shall surely 

die.”  

If you remember, God covered Adam’s nakedness,  and the 

whole world changed.  We inherited the world as it changed and we 

inherited the change that had taken place in the nature of man. 

Adam was made in the image of God and having died in a spiritual 

sense he became something less then he was.  Seth was born in the 

image of Adam, bearing the consequence of Adam's death. Through 

sin, man, the icon of God has been defaced, and we have suffered 

from this for generations.
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In the book of Hebrews, we see another aspect of the Father. 

We see that he is a Father who disciplines his sons.  Discipline is of 

course a function of love, for the Father wishes the best “in order that 

we may share in His holiness.”  Our Father wishes to bring us into his 

image, and into holiness.  It is obvious that this goes beyond 

forgiveness for forgiveness does nothing to change the nature of a 

man, but allows for it.

The answer is of course in the passion of Christ.  Just as we 

participate in His death, we also participate in His resurrection.  If we 

die with him, we are also being raised with him, and because he was 

righteous his righteousness is imputed to us.  The Father desires our 

holiness, and through His grace he has given us the way to holiness 

via the Son.  

We must now consider how this applies to our faith and our 

practice.  Our theopraxy must match our theology.  If we worship the 

Father, we must do so according to the Father that has been revealed 

to us;  we must consider what implication this brings to us.  If we do 

otherwise we are like the man in James who looked into a mirror, and 

walked away forgetting his own face.

The first thing we must do is avoid falling into a vague deism in 

our language and our meditations of God.  We must realize that the 

Father has been revealed to us by the Son.  We must never cease to 

think or speak of the Father without mentioning the Son.  We must 
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remember that he is only our Father because the Son has allowed us 

that privilege.  We must always think of the Father as eternal, never 

limiting Him to creation,  but instead remembering he has an eternal, 

active, and vital ministry in our lives.

Second, we must very carefully examine our doctrine and 

teachings of salvation.  Many have rightly seen the sad shape of the 

world and called so many people to go out and win the lost.  This 

sounds good, however it is dangerous to think of salvation in these 

terms; it makes man his own source.  We must realize that no one will 

introduce any to Jesus other then the Father33.  Salvation comes only 

from grace and we must be careful not to allow confusion in this, for if 

we do then we forget why we should worship the Father.  When we 

pray with Jesus, “Our Father,” without knowing Him, the Father 

becomes something of the past, something very distant, not someone 

with whom we are involved.  

The implementation is that it is wrong to say that our first 

purpose is to save the lost.  If we can not save, then that can not be 

our purpose.  Our purpose is to give praise to God, our purpose is to 

worship and to learn to worship.  We are not called by the great 

commission to make Christians, but instead to make disciples.  A 

disciple is not someone who has gone through a ceremony, but instead 

33 Again, I am not in anyway speaking against evangelistic efforts – only of statistics. 
I only reminding the reader of the role of the Father in calling people to the Son. 
That only the calling of the Father can be effective.
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it is a student, someone who seeks to learn the truth that is taught (in 

this case by the church.)  We are going against our call when we seek 

to “call someone to salvation,” (which is the work of the Father,) and 

refuse to instruct the uninstructed (which is the work of the church.)

In addition, we must stop thinking of forgiveness and 

repentance as being connected.  We must realize that the Father 

forgives, because He forgives, and we can do nothing about this.  We 

can repent, we can participate in the crucifixion and the resurrection 

of Christ and by this participation be made alive in him, living life 

through Him (we have not the power to live), but we can not dare to 

think that we are unique because we are forgiven, and thus avoid the 

judgement.  As I have written, the crisis is not whether or not you are 

forgiven, but instead whether or not you are alive.  If we have taken 

on the life of Christ  then whatever our eternal destiny may be, we 

share it with our Lord.

This, of course, does not mean that we should stop preaching 

the gospel, but instead means that we must take care that we teach 

the right gospel.  We must realize that while forgiveness is free and 

unavoidable, regeneration costs everything, a cost we must count.  In 

order to rise with Christ, we must die with him.  In order to live by his 

power, instead of it being the life we live, He must live through us. 

This is not a ceremony or a dogma, but a way of life – more accurately 

the way of life.  This is the reason why the early church would not 
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even allow the ones they were instructing in Christianity to join in 

Christianity until they were instructed in the nature of Christianity.

Next, we must realize that Christ is praying to the Father for us. 

Our worship is acceptable to the Father, not because it is good, but 

instead because it comes from the mouth of the Son.  Our Lord lived 

the life of a Man, so that we could obtain His holiness, and our lives 

may be renewed and be made acceptable to the Father34.  The Father 

requires nothing of us but instead we are allowed to worship by his 

grace and through the Son.

Finally, we must never forget that through Christ, the Father 

has become Father to us.  The Father is love, the Son is love, and the 

Spirit is love.  Through Christ we have received the perfect Father, the 

source of every good and perfect gift.  We must realize that all things 

are the grace of the Father; we are in no way independent of the 

Father  for we breathe every breath by his grace.  Miracles are so 

common that if they ceased to be our laws of physics would be broken 

everything would fall apart if not for the continuing work of God.  We 

can take no credit for our goodness – for all that is good comes from 

the Father.  To Him be glory and honor and praise… Amen.

34 Wayne Drewry quotes someone saying: “God became man so that man may 
become divine.” and then continues “this is qewsiV”  
Personal conversation.
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Thoughts on The Lord's Prayer.

The disciple spoke to his Master
"Lord, teach us to pray"
So He offered a prayer --
The only begotten Son of spoke to the Father

"Our Father..."
In these two words, our Lord spoke his gospel
The Son by blood sharing His right as Heir
Sharing His Father with the sons by adoption

The eternal Father
He who is always Father to the Son
Who with the Son made everything which is
is now called by the only begotten "Our Father."

Our rights of adoption...
are recognized in these words spoken by the Son.
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Chapter 3:  Almighty Maker of Heaven and Earth, and all Things 
Visible and Invisible

“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.35”  

In our previous chapter we have looked at, “We believe in One 

God, the Father Almighty.”  We have looked at the nature of God 

according to what has been revealed about him in scripture.  We have 

looked at the ideas of divine sovereignty, and the implications of 

creation on the sovereignty of God.  Now we are to look at the phrase 

“Maker of Heaven and Earth, and all things visible and invisible.”

These words were taught in order to refute Gnosticism, which 

taught that God, being pure spirit (which is good) was unable to 

touch, or create matter (which was evil,) but instead had to create 

agents who would do this for Him.  The Gnostics taught that the Old 

Testament creator was separate from God, and less than Him, because 

he was able to touch the evil matter.  Because there was enough 

matter in the agent to create pure matter there was evil in the agent 

of creation.

It is clear that those who can say the creed are not Gnostics and 

likely are not in danger of falling into that sort of error, however what 

this phrase does do for us is remind us that God is the God of Genesis. 

Looking at the first few Chapters of Genesis will bring some insight 

35 Genesis 1:1
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concerning the person of God, who created all things and pronounced 

them good independently of our judgement.  (In other words, we are 

not dualist who would require a second creator to create things which 

we do not find “good.”)

First, we realize that God created all things visible and invisible. 

There is not a single creature which has creative power other then 

God himself.  All things with the exception of God are creatures, and 

thus they fall under his control being subject to whatever physical 

laws God has placed upon their realm.

I would like to begin with “invisible,” breaking with the 

standard order because our understanding of the visible is dependent 

upon our view of the invisible.  We know that the there is but one God, 

and only he has the power of creation point covers the two major 

misunderstandings concerning the invisible (Gnosticism and dualism.)

“For every creature has its own order; and there is one 
order for the human race, and another for animals, and another 
for angels… but one only inconvertible substance, the divine 
substance, eternal and invisible, as is known to all…. 

The devil was an angel [i.e. a creature]… he fell into 
transgression, and … is not the same substance with God.”36

I know that it is difficult to accept that God could create the 

“devil,” but we must realize that he was an angel who fell into 

transgression, just as human beings fall into transgression.37  

36 Archelaus:  “Disputation With Manes”, #32,  Tr. Salmond, S.D.F. Ante-Nicene 
Fathers v.6, Hendrickson Publishers, Peabody Mass, 1886, reprint 1999, 205

37 There are humans who seem to deserve the epitaph of devils.
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There is no rational creature which is not capable both of 
good and evil… Not even the devil himself was incapable of 
good… For, as we are taught by those quotations which we 
adduced from the prophets, there was once a time when he was 
good, when he walked in the paradise of God between the 
cherubim.  As he, then, possessed the power either of receiving 
good or evil, but fell away from a virtuous course, and turned to 
evil with all the powers of his mind, so also other creatures, as 
having a capacity for either condition, in the exercise of the 
freedom of their will, flee from evil, and cleave to good.  There 
is no nature, then, which may not admit of good or evil, except 
the nature of God – the fountain of all good things.38   

Instead of speculating about the nature and duty of angels, 

pointing to heavenly creatures which worship God, to creatures that 

make up the heavenly host, speculating on the role of the Archangel 

and of other named angels in Scripture, I will leave this topic and go 

into the visible world.

In my reading, I have come across an interesting phrase spoken 

by Basil in the first paragraph of the first Homily of the Hexaemeron. 

“I am about to speak of the creation of heaven and earth, which was 

not spontaneous, as some have imagined, but drew its origin from 

God.”  This is at the beginning of a sermon that was given in the 

middle of the fourth century.

Basil’s sermon has several points refuting the idea that there 

was a “spontaneous” origin of the universe; the first point is that 

every theory concerning this has eventually fallen out of favor and has 

been replaced by another one.  “It is vain to refute them; they are 

38 Origen, De Principiis Ch VIII #3, Ante-Nicene Fathers v.4, Hendrickson 
Publishers, Peabody Mass, 1885, reprint 1999, 265-266
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sufficient in themselves to destroy one another.39”  Later he writes, 

“deceived by their inherent atheism it appeared to them that nothing 

governed or ruled the universe, and that all was given to chance.”

As Basil says, the source of this deception which would cause a 

person to seek a spontaneous origin of the universe is atheism.  Basil 

is careful to point out the sovereignty of God, and his place as creator 

as he writes, “In the beginning God created… in the same way that 

the potter, after having made with equal pains a great number of 

vessels, has not exhausted either his art or his talent.”

We know the power of God through the creation; and we can not 

think of God as creator outside of his eternal nature, and his unlimited 

power.

After refuting the idea that the universe has spontaneous 

beginning, Basil continues by refuting the idea that the universe is 

eternal.  According to Basil, the concept of the “eternal” universe 

come because people mistakenly think that circles are eternal.  People 

see that the universe is full of circles, the planets going around the 

sun – the cycles that go from one day to the next so that rain fall, 

streams flow into the ocean, and yet the ocean never fills up so that it 

escapes it shores. 

Basil refutes this idea by pointing out that if you draw a circle 

an a sheet of paper, then the circle has a beginning. It begins where 

you put pencil to paper, and even though someone looking at it may 
39 Basil Homily 1 p2
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be unable to discern at what point the drawing began, this does not 

change the fact that the circle had a beginning  both in time, and in 

the line that was drawn.  A circle or cycle is poor proof of eternity. 

(Especially if we go more modern, and consider Newton’s second law 

of thermodynamics.)  In the words of the Orthodox liturgy, "One is 

eternal, One is Lord."

After this, Basil goes into the ideas of God’s continued work in 

creation, its dependence on his continuing grace to hold it together et 

cetera.  His thoughts in this sermon in many ways paralleled our 

discussion last week, so we will now leave Basil to consider another 

importance of what we know of because of the creation.

The final item we will consider is that we are taught through the 

creation is that Man is “imago dei.”  When we read the Genesis 

account of creation, we read, “Let us make man in our own image…” 

and later we read… “So God created man in his own image, and in the 

image of God created he him, male and female, he created them.”

Let us back up  and think of the influence of the various false 

teachings which have plagued the church.  If we call all that is 

physical evil then we can not be the image of God.  If we deify the 

devil so that there are two gods, one good the other evil,  then this 

reduces us from being the image of God to being pieces on the divine 

chessboard as the two gods fight for sovereignty.  If the world 

spontaneously appeared, then we lose our identity as the imago dei. 
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If the world always was and God is one40 with the universe, then there 

can be no relationship, and the imago dei becomes irrelevant, for God 

is the earth and everything in it.  What we have discussed has 

everything to do with our identity, and our understanding thereof.

Now, our identity is very important to us.  It is something that 

changes our beliefs, our behaviors and our whole lives.  We realize 

that we are sacred icons to our creator, and as Jesus says, we are a 

temple.  We realize that, out of all of creation, we are that which 

reflects on the nature of God; in many ways, he has put His honor in 

our hands.

Just from thinking of the implications of the doctrine of man 

being in the image of God, you can map out many of the hard sayings 

of Jesus.  When Jesus commands us to love our enemies, to feed him 

when he is hungry, to love one another, as he has loved us.  All of 

these commands are things that we can anticipate, if we consider 

them in relation to the fact that we are created in the image of God 

and that as Christians we are made into the image of Christ41.

To do other than show love and respect to “your brother who 

you see” shows lack of respect to the One whom the icon represents. 

To put down, to disrespect life, to fail to take care of our own health 

are all methods of defacing the very icon that was made to its maker. 

To insult man is to insult God, for man is the image of God.

40 God is independent of the creation – and the creation is dependent upon God.

41 QewsiV
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I would like to finish with a poetic account of the creation of 

man.  It may be a little fanciful, however it does point to the idea of 

man as the image of God,  something that we cannot forget, a vital 

reason why we must proclaim that we believe in the “almighty maker 

of heaven and earth.”
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In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth
He spoke, and by the Word, all things were made that were 

made
He said let there be, and there was
Light, land, and sea,
The sun, the moon, and the stars
He spoke, and the earth bore fruit  
By the Word came all the beasts
Fish, birds, beasts of the land, and creeping things.
And God saw all he made, it was very good.

And then our Lord said, “Let us make man in our own image.”
Let us give them humanity, just as I have taken.
Let us give him mercy and forgiveness
A memory that will span generations 
Yet the ability to forget an offence committed yesterday.

Let us give him a heart that loves
Let us give him passion and anger
Let us give him the grace to be loyal
Let him be able to show the greatest love

Let him be able to give his life for his friend.

Let us give him all of humanity
Let us also make him cry
Let him know the hearts of those around him
Let him rejoice with the joyful, 

Let him mourn with the sad.

Let us give him life
Not just mobility – but real life
Let us give him a real spirit – just as we have –
For by my wounds – life is man’s right!

So, our Lord knelt down in the clay
In this clay, he molded man into shape
The blood from his five wound mingled with the dust
And God breathed into man the breath of life.

At this time, our Lord bled
The five wounds were re-opened 

Yea, the scars from four thousand years away
For his humanity, his mortality has become part of his eternal 

nature
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Chapter 4:  And in One Lord Jesus Christ The only begotten son of God, 
begotten of the Father very God  before all ages by whom all things are 

made…

So far we have discussed God the Father and his relationship to 

us,  now it is time to talk more directly about Jesus, and the persona 

of Jesus Christ.  We are to discuss the idea of Jesus as Lord, and what 

this means to us.  In our consideration of the declaration of Jesus as 

Lord we must realize that just as the Father is eternal so the Son is 

eternal, thus the lordship of the Son extends throughout our history.

First, by calling Jesus Lord, Jesus is identified with YHWH of the 

Old Testament.  As you may know, the Jews respected the name of 

God too much to pronounce it, so if they would see the word YHWH 

they would pronounce it “Adonai” or Lord.  When Jesus is called Lord, 

he is being called the name of the God of Moses He is being called the 

name of the God of the Jews.  When we see the work of YHWH in the 

Old Testament, we are seeing the work of Christ and the events 

making possible His incarnation.

I wish there were time to explore this: to search the Septuagint 

for the names of God, and to discuss this idea of Christ’s work not 

being limited to the time of the New Testament and the church.  This 

is not the point of study for today however  It is just a thought to 

consider while studying the Old Testament. Identify the Old Testament 

Lord with Christ,  John, the evangelist did so.  
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The next area where we see Jesus as Lord is where he is master 

and teacher to his disciples.    In Jesus’ ministry, He showed himself to 

be Lord over many things.  It is written that even the wind and the 

waves obey his voice.  He showed himself superior to illness, to 

hunger, to demons, to many other things.  Jesus even claimed the 

ability to forgive sin proving this ability by telling a man to get up and 

walk.

Again, I am hurrying through, and jumping over a large amount 

of material, but the reason why is to go on to the third point of 

Christ’s Lordship.  When we say Jesus is Lord, it is not because he was 

“greater then Moses.”  It is not because he was the God of Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob.  When the words, “Jesus is Lord” come off our lips it 

does so because we acknowledge him as our Lord, at this time.  We 

know Jesus as the current Lord of the Church, and this is what we 

must explore.

As you already know, the reason the Christians met together to 

form the creed was to establish doctrine, and to stamp out some of the 

most dangerous heresies.  Now consider the section of the creed that 

reads:

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, 
begotten of his Father before all worlds, Light of Light, very God 
of very God, begotten not made, being of one substance with the 
Father, by whom all things were made.

And later:
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And whosoever shall say that there was a time when the Son of 
God was not, or that before he was begotten he was not, or that 
he was made of things that were not, or that he is of a different 
substance or essence [from the father] or that he is a creature, 
or subject to change or conversion – all that so say, the Catholic 
and Apostolic Church anathematizes them.

This section brings out the reason that the council of Nicaea 

was called, for these words were aimed at Arius of Alexander.  This 

heresy threatened to split Christendom, and forced a council in order 

to establish correct doctrine.  There was the need for unity among the 

Christians in doctrine; and more importantly there was a need to 

protect the gospel, for the gospel of Arius is of a different nature then 

the gospel of Christ.

Reading this section of the Nicene Creed, and the anathema, we 

can see the basic Arian heresy.  As you can see from the Creed, the 

Arians taught that Christ was somehow less than God, and of a 

different substance42 of the Father.  As you may remember from the 

last chapter, our salvation is dependant upon the divine nature of 

Christ, thus this heresy takes away our reality of salvation.  It would 

be good to go into a little more depth.

According to a letter that Athanasius wrote to the bishops of 

Egypt, the Arians had the gall to write a creed in response to the 

42 Arius taught that the deity of Christ is of a different composition then the deity of 
the Father.  For Arius the Father had intrinsic deity -- while the Son had some sort of 
earned creaturely deity.  For Arius, the Father is Divine, and Jesus is a godly 
creature.  For Arius, the creaturelyness of Christ worked against His being divine -- 
and the otherworldliness of Christ kept Him from being truly Human. 

You could also say that Arius felt that the created Son is made of different stuff then 
the unoriginate God.
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creed posed at the council of Nicaea43.  To the more orthodox 

Christians the Arians were attempting to destroy the gospel.  They 

tried to destroy Christ, not by ceasing to preach Christ, but instead by 

denying who Christ is.  They attempted to destroy the gospel by 

teaching a false one.  Athanasius was in a very difficult position, for he 

was a defender of orthodoxy in an area with many Bishops who were 

of the Arian heresy, a fact which caused this well known theologian to 

be exiled on more than one occasion.  

When Arius was kicked out of the church for the teaching of 

wrong doctrine, Bishop Alexander gave the following listing of Arian 

doctrines that are different than the teachings of Christianity.

 Jesus is NOT eternal, (and is in fact a creature.)
 God was not always a Father

 The Son was not always
 As all things were made of nothing, the Son was also made of 

nothing
 The Son is a creature
  He originated when God chose to produce him

 There was a time when the Word was not
 He was not before he was begotten, but has a beginning

 He is changeable
 He only continues good because he chooses by His own free 

will.
 He is  can change, as any other creature, whenever he wills
 God gave Christ, knowing he would choose good
 Christ has become good because of his works.

 Christ is not God
 He is called God on account of his participation in God's nature
 Other creatures have this ability
 Christ is not the word, nor the wisdom that belong to the Father

43 From the letter from Athanasius "to the Bishops o f Egypt"  Ch1,  5  
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 There is a Word and a wisdom that is of the Father
 Christ the creature is a distinct word and wisdom.
 Christ is a creature, a work of God -- but not God

 Jesus is not omniscient  
 Christ, the created, can not know the creator.  
 Christ is unaware of his own nature and existence44

Now, as you will notice this doctrine is quite unacceptable. 

These teaching, even though the Arians used the language of 

scripture when teaching them, go against the teachings of scripture 

and against the one faith of the Church.  Not only does this teaching 

go against scripture, but it breaks down our salvation, and even our 

hope of worshiping the true God.  This is the reason that those who 

taught this damnable heresy were declared anathema by the Church.

First let us look at the difficulty with the first point of this 

heretical teaching, that the Son is a creature and not eternal.  This 

first of all destroys any knowledge of the trinity.  It places the Father 

as being the uncreated, and the creator.  The Son in fact has no place 

in the Godhead, as the Son is only a creature, with no special 

advantage. 

Instead of the God that we worship, God becomes by necessity 

only transcendent, and far away.  For any to attempt to worship God is 

ludicrous.  The ability to know God is limited to the unmoved mover45 

44 From Chapter 2 (#12) of "To the Bishops of Egypt" from Athanasius
  
45 Aquinas studies God from this point – but goes beyond there – to see His views, 
view the Pars Prima (First part) of his Summa Theologica
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of the philosophers.  Worship is limited to the cold morality of the 

Deism that belongs to the so called "age of reason."

You must also understand that this change greatly affects the 

Arian's understanding of Christ.  If Christ is only a creature, not God, 

and if Christ is not eternal, then this damages the hope of salvation.  

If you recall in Hebrews Christ is the one who always stands 

before the Father praying for us.  Christ in John was God made man, 

the Word made flesh, that dwelt among us.  To change the biblical 

picture of God damages our doctrine of salvation.

If you recall, when Jesus redeems the world, he gives 

forgiveness and new life to people of all ages.  His forgiveness of sin is 

universal. In one moment, the sacrifice covers the sin of all time.  His 

eternal ministry is to pray for us before the Father.  Our hope for 

salvation is in Christ being more then a creature trapped within time, 

but instead our hope depends on Christ being eternal.

To explain I will use the theory of Augustine.  He had a theory of 

God being outside of time.  As you know, there is only one 

ternal46Being, only one that is outside of time, this is what brings 

Paul's "eternal attributes."  When it comes to Christ, this timelessness 

changes everything.

If Christ were only a creature, then his sacrifice could not be 

"once and for all."  It could not cover the sin of all people for all time, 

46 In this, Augustine associated Eternal with timeless.
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for it would be a one time act that did not have the power of piercing 

time. Maybe it could work to cover the sins of the past, or perhaps it 

could break the power of sin for the future, but a creature could not 

cover all of sin for all of time.

Next, it destroys our reality of salvation, because even in the 

unlikely case that this made us a candidate for the forgiveness of sins, 

we could not participate in the resurrection.  The resurrection of 

Christ would no longer be something that other creatures could 

participate in, but instead it would be something that was given 

because of his own righteousness.  Following the form of Athanasius, 

"The Son is not such by participation… He is the deifying and 

enlightening power of the Father… called Co-essential.  If he only 

possessed [grace] he could not impart it to us.47"  Our only hope for 

new life and a new birth would not be Christ, but instead we would be 

forced to seek out another source for salvation.   For the Arians the 

grace of God becomes a moot point, for:

If the Word were a creature, He would not assume the created 
body to quicken it… But since the Word being Creator has 
himself made the creatures, therefore also at the consummation 
of the ages He put on the creature, that He as creator might 
once more consecrate it, and be able to recover it.  But a 
creature could never be saved by a creature, any more than the 
creatures were created by a creature.48

47 Athanasius, "De Synodis"  sections 50-51
 
48 Athanasius Letters, Letter LX, to Adelphius #8, ed Robertson, Archibald, Nicene 
and Post Nicene Fathers v4 Second Series,  Hendrickson Publishers, 1892, reprinted 
1999,  p 577  
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Next, the view that Christ is a creature is a criticism against all 

who would have the gall to worship the Son.  If there was a time when 

the Word was not, if he is a creature and was not before he was 

begotten, then Christ becomes little more (if any more) than a man. 

This is dangerous for the Christians, for they preached Christ, they 

made him into a god when (according to these heretics) he was only a 

saint.  Even the angels are unworthy of worship.  

However, if we remember in scripture, it is Christ who is 

worshiped by the elders.  Christ is worshiped by the saints.  Christ is 

proclaimed Lord by all men.  Scripture proclaims the divine nature of 

Christ.

The next issue that offended the Church was the idea that Christ 

was "subject to change or conversion."  Now, as you can see this is 

related to the idea that Christ is a creature and is inside of time. The 

creature must be able to change and to be changed in order to be a 

creature.  The incarnation is no longer a big deal, the crucifixion and 

the resurrection no longer pierce throughout all of time but instead 

are a natural part of the timeline.  Things that were important and 

miraculous become common and uninteresting, not a vital part of the 

gospel.

According to the Arians Christ, as a perfect creature was made 

a scapegoat for our sins.  God was able to use this man because 

through his foreknowledge he knew that Jesus would be a good man. 
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This is dangerous to us, because we realize that our dependence was 

not upon Jesus, but instead our dependence is upon a man choosing 

goodness upon his own free will.  Also the mere transferal of sin from 

the guilty to the innocent is a incomplete salvation. 

In addition, this false doctrine does not have Christ coming into 

the world good, but instead choosing goodness of his own free will, 

and did not waver from his goodness.  We see an example of a 

creature, who by his own power converted to goodness, and became 

good by his own free will.  This makes Christ the one who was saved. 

This takes away our hope for grace, for if Christ had to earn his own 

salvation, we must fear that the same may be expected from us49.

The next point that this false doctrine teaches is that Christ is 

not God.  It claims that Christ was associated with god50 because of 

his godliness.  Because of his righteousness, he somehow had earned, 

by his own work, a place in the "godhead."  God did this as a simple 

creature, and because of this if perfection were ever achieved 

according to these heretics a simple man could also share in this 

divinity51.  
49 Athanasius writes in letter LX that our salvation can not come from a creature 
who himself needs salvation – if He himself needs redeemed, then he does not have 
the power to redeem us.  

The Jesus of Arius is powerless, and Athanasius shows us the impotence of that 
Jesus, pointing us to a Jesus who has in Himself the power of salvation.

50 I’m reminded of the Anglo language (Old English) where there is no distinctive 
word between “God” and “Good,” however I do not believe that Arius has this 
defense... having both ajgaqov" kai; qeovV. 

51 This is different then the QewsiV, and different then the Imago Dei.  This is some 
sort of “earned divinity,” and of a lower type – a creature “divinity” earned by 
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This clearly points out a doctrine of salvation by merit, ignoring 

the doctrine of grace.  As we know from Paul's gospel there is no hope 

outside of grace.  A man can not even rely on both grace and merit, 

for even the smallest reliance on merit is claiming that Christ is not 

enough.  The doctrine that Christ is somewhat less the God however, 

does not allow any reliance on Christ.

The Arians of course were as able to read John52 chapter 1 as we 

are.  This was difficult for them, so that they were required to come 

up with a different explanation.  They stated that Jesus may be the 

word, but he is not the "Eternal Word."  The word that is Christ is 

diverse from the Word that is the Father.  In this way they twisted 

scripture to their own devices, and they even used several passages to 

support their view against the divinity of Christ. 

Last, to the Arians, Christ being less then God was less than 

perfect in knowledge, making Him unable to know neither His own 

nature, nor that of the Father.  The reason that the Arians feel that 

Christ cannot know the Father is that as a created neing, whose 

knowledge is disproved by Matthew 24:36, "No one knows about that 

goodness, and imparted by the creature’s own free will.

52 Concerning the problem of the cannon not yet being established by the time of the 
first two ecumenical councils – it is safe to say that John was accepted rather early 
by the Church.  There are commentaries on John as early as Origen.  The Apostolic 
Fathers quote freely from John. 
Second – this point is skimmed from the substance of the first and the fourth of the 
“Four Discourses Against the Arians,” where Athanasius does spends several 
chapters speaking of the Arian reading of John chapter 1.  The whole of the fourth 
discourse is concerning the Arian view of the Word.
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day or hour, not even the angels in heaven nor the Son."  The Arians 

for some reason feel that if this knowledge is hidden from Jesus, then 

the knowledge of greater things such as the hidden nature of the 

Father must be hidden from Him as well.

This view of Christ is problematic at best -- however the verse 

that is being used is a difficult passage as well.  I see two ways of 

dealing with this section of scripture.  The first (and maybe the most 

simple) is to just discount it.  The words, "nor even the Son" are not to 

be found in most of the manuscripts from which we translate our 

scripture. If we failed to include these words in our scripture, then we 

would just be using a translation from another manuscript53.  In doing 

53 This argument is made easier because the Authorized version (KJV) reads: “But of 
that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father 
only.” The Byzantine Majority Text, and what has become called the Textus Receptus 
likewise reads: Periv dev thV hJmevraV ejkeivnhV kai; thV w{raV oujdei;V oi\den, 
oujde; oiJ a[ggeloi tw'v oujranw'n, eij mh; oJ path;r mou movnoV.  This tradition 
represents what for many centuries was the most widely read prepared text and 
English translation…  (This differs only slightly from what Hodges calls the 
"Majority Reading," and in a way which does not affect the translation.)

Stephani, Roberti ThV KainhV DiaqhkhV aJpanta:   Novum Iesu Christi D.N.   
Testamentum: ex Bibliotheca Regia,  Luthetiae, Paris, 1550  (An early member of the 
Textus Receptus family of texts)

See also Robinson, Maurice The New Testament in the original Greek according to 
the Byzantine Majority textform:  (Bible, NT – Textus receptus), Original Word 
Publishers, Atlanta, 1991   (A recent "revised" publication of the "received Text.".)  

Hodges, Zane, The Greek New Testament According to the Majority Text, Thomas 
Nelson, Nashville, 1985 

United Bible Society, The Greek New Testament: fourth revised Edition, Biblia-
Druck, Stuttgart, 1994

I cannot however say that this is the end of the matter, because 1.  Oujde; oJ uiJoV 
predated Arias, making it most likely that it was removed because of the apparent 
support it gave him.  (The earliest text which does not include the offending 
statement is dated in the fourth Century (the century of Arias) – all earlier texts 
include the offensive phrase,)  2.  The offensive phrase was obviously in Athanasius' 
Bible (otherwise he would not have defended the truth of the statement giving it a 
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this, we would be in agreement with Chrysostom who writes: "Neither 

is the Son ignorant of the day, but is even in full certainty thereof.54" 

and of  St. Ambrose who gives the following evidence that the 

offending phrase is a false one:

 “He knew the day… How then did He not know the day of 
judgment Who described both the hour and the place of 
judgment… both persons and signs… - all this is disclosed to us 
by the witness of the Gospel words.  Therefore He knew all 
things.” 55

Unfortunately, this treatment is only of Matthew 24:36, and the 

offending phrase is also found in Mark 13:32, without the benefit of a 

non-Arian interpretation, but instead would have named it as a heretical addition 
instead working with older, more pure manuscripts.)  3.  It is the preferred reading 
in the UBS 1994 text earning a "B" rating.  – For any interested in textural criticism, 
the UBS text lists the variant manuscripts for the convenience of any who wish to 
check their work…  Following is my interpretation… using the dates of the 
manuscripts.

The reason "nor even the Son" was not in the Bible of Ambrose is that by 379 AD, 
(When De Fide was written – just 2 years before the council at Constintanople, and 
54 years after Nicaea), it would have already have time to be established as an 
Arian passage. At the time of Athanasius, Arias was still alive and his teachings new. 
The association was not yet made, thus no one would have yet removed it.  Also, 
while Ambrose could argue that the passage itself was false (being an Arian 
passage,) Athanasius (being contemporary with Arias,) did not have that luxury – for 
Arias was using an long accepted passage in order to "prove" his false views. 

54 Chrysostom The Gospel of St. Matthew Homily LXXVII, #2, Tr: Tr. Rev. Sir. 
Prevost, George., Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers v.10  First series  Hendrickson, 
Peabody MA, 1888, 1999, 463

55 Ambrose Of The Christian Faith Book V, Ch xvi, # 202-207, Tr: De Romestin, H., 
Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers v.10  Second series  Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 
1896, 1999, 310
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well accepted alternate reading56.  Because of this, we must seek 

another solution to this difficulty.  

Another, and perhaps better57 way of treating the offending 

phrase is the way that it was treated by Athanasius.  Jesus did not 

know because He had taken on the nature of a man.  In taking on the 

nature and the infirmity of a man, he also took on the ignorance of a 

man58.  In other words, Jesus as a man had the ability to not know and 

perhaps even to make a mistake in math or in grammar.  Christ on the 

earth was limited, was humbled, was emptied not of his divinity, but in 

many ways of his power.  Through Christ, God stepped out of time, 

taking on the nature of a man.  In this nature of a man, his eternal 

qualities (omniscience, omnipresence, etc. would be immaterial.)  In 

more biblical words, "He emptied himself, receiving the appearance of 

56One can still take the position that the phrase is a false one, (as did Dr. Adam 
Clark, Commentary, comments on Mark 13:32,) but the task of demonstrating this 
becomes much more difficult.  I do not know why, but the Arian passage is the 
Matthew one, and the parallel Mark Passage remained unmentioned… Perhaps this 
explains why the phrase was preserved in Mark and removed in Matthew.  I am 
deeply curious why I read anti-Arian Passages against the inclusion of "not even the 
Son" in Matthew, and these failed to change the Mark reading as well. If anyone 
wishes to use the corrupted text theory, there are several examples of texts that are 
known to have been edited in order to support a heresy. However, it would be most 
unusual that such a corruption would enjoy this level of success.    
 Any who wises the standard argument against this passage can check Clark's 
Commentary Mark 13:32.
57 I have chosen Athanasius’ method of  using Matthew 24:36 as evidence of the 
humanity of Christ.  In doing so, he is not only against the Arian on one side, but on 
the Gnostic on the other.  Also, by making us aware of Christ’s Humanity, Athanasius 
is sharing gospel with us, showing us our salvation.

58 Athanasius "Discourse against the Arians III"  section 46
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a servant, being born in the likeness of man.59"  The exact mechanics 

of this incarnation is a mystery and a source of great hope60.  

Now it would be good to outline that which we believe about the 

divine nature of Christ.  According to the creeds that are our study, we 

believe this about the divinity of Christ:

 The only begotten
 Begotten of His Father
 Before all worlds

 Truly God
 Light of Light
 Maker of all things that were made
 Judge of all that is to come

 Eternal
 Unchanging

The first point that we see is that Christ is the "Only Begotten." 

This is interesting phrase which is difficult to translate at best.  It 

does have the meaning that we have, but it also means unique.  There 

59 Philippians 2:7:  "ajlla; eJauto;n ejkevnwsen morfh;n douvlou labwvn, ejn 
oJmoiwvmati ajnqwvpwn genovmenoV:."  Translation is my own.
  
60 Dr.  John Hick protests this point calling out, “But how one person can be both 
eternal and yet born in time; omnipotent and yet with the limited capacity of a 
human being; omniscient and yet with finite human knowledge; omnipresent and yet 
confined to one region of space at a time; how, in short, the same person can have 
the full attributes of both God and man – has never been explained, and seems 
indeed to be on par with the statement that a figure drawn on a paper has the 
attributes of both a circle and a square”  Hick, John The Center of Christianity, 
Harper & Row, New York, 1978, 31

To Dr. Hick I submit that the difficulties of which he complains have been noted by 
nearly all writers of Christology.  They do not see the difficulty in the one who 
created flesh taking on that flesh – emptying Himself to live under the limitations of 
flesh… suffering in the flesh all that is common to Man etc.  Man as the image of 
God is not so alien to the Person of God that he can not take on flesh – (Making the 
Son simultaneously both God and the express image (εικον) of God.)  It is in fact 
necessary that Christ take on flesh so that he may bring His own Holiness to the 
flesh of mankind.
The purpose of our Christology is not to be easy to understand, but instead to 
provide for our salvation… as is stated in the following chapter.
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is no being which has the same qualities of Jesus.  Jesus is unique in 

all ways.

We see that Jesus is begotten of his Father.  Christ is the express 

image of God, being of one substance with the Father.  Jesus is a 

divine being61.  We do recognize that there is a separation between 

the persons of the Son and the Father, however we also recognize that 

there is a unity, so that the work of the Son is also the work of the 

Father62.  

Next we see that Christ was "begotten before all worlds." 

Christ is eternally the Son, without beginning.  Without Him nothing 

was made that was made -- Christ is co-creator with the Father, 

without the Word, nothing was made that has been made.  We must 

realize that Christ is our creator as well as our Savior.

He is truly God.  Our Lord is the Light that came into the world, 

True light and in Him there is no darkness.  If you recall he gives light 

to every man in the world63; and if any man would remain in darkness 

it is his own fault64.  

61 Man in the image of God.  Christ is human as well as divine.
Christ is both the image (man) and substance of God.

62 “The Father is not the Son, and the Son is not the Father… the scripture says, “I 
and my Father are one”, not I and my Father is one.”  -- I wish I remembered who 
said this, it was at least one of the Fathers. 

63 John 1:4-5

64 Chrysostom quoted by Barclay , 
Barclay, Robert Apology of the True Christian Divinity, Friends Book Store, 1848, 
126

Chrysostom, John  Homilies on St. John, Homily VII, #1,  Ed. Schaffe, Philip, Nicene 
and Post Nicene Fathers v14 First Series, Hendrickson Publishers, 1889, reprinted 
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If we would read from Hebrews, we read of Christ as our 

advocate, we read of Him as the priest who constantly brings 

intercession for us to the Father.  If we continue to read in Revelation, 

we see that Jesus was given the keys to death and hell.  We see that it 

is the Lamb that judges the quick and the dead (we will come to this 

later.)  We see that all authority is given to him on heaven and on 

earth (to speak of last week.)  Truly we as Christians must confess 

with Thomas, "My Lord and my God."

Confessions of Faith
10/13/06

And Jesus went and made disciples
He called people to learn under him
A small crowd was willing to follow him
They knew and willingly paid the price

First they confessed their faith with actions
The seventy followed him with their feet
They learned, then they preached and healed the sick
They went out on their journey packing nothing.

Over time the disciples made confessions of faith
They expressed what they had grown to believe
The faith once express only by actions
In time, words came to their lips.

First was the confession of Nathaniel
Jesus called him an Israelite without guile
Nathaniel had but to meet his Master
Meeting him he said, "Surely this is a prophet."

Next was the confession of Simon --

1999,  p 27  
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The one who was called the Rock
Jesus said, "Who do you say I am,"
Peter replied, "You are the Christ, the Son of the living God."

Time passed…
We meet in the upper room
Christ teaches the disciples one last time
Peter promises to die with his master

The Son of the living God is put on trial
A trial not for a crime, but to give the mob blood
He is beaten…
He can no longer be recognized as a man

Declared guilty
He refused to speak in His own defense
Sentenced to die…
Cursed, for he is to be hung on a bloody tree.

Again Peter confessed Christ
Three times he gives this confession
To three people who recognized him
"I am not His disciple, I do not even know Him."

Christ rose again
He called to Peter on the seashore
He asked Peter a simple question,
The answer was Peter's next confession

Three times the question was asked, 
Peter Do you love me
Three times Peter replied
Lord, You know I love you.

And so Jesus restored Peter
That Judas was given a place of honor
He became the apostle to the church of Syria
Dying as a witness to His Lord

Thomas, called by many the doubter
For hearing he could not believe
He said, I must touch his hands and side
Even if I only see I could not believe

Then the Lord appeared to Thomas
He invited him to touch his hands and side
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Thomas saw and He believed
He proclaimed: "My Lord and my God!"

The confession of Thomas was the greatest of the confessions
He denied his own faith
Claimed the need to see in order to believe
Then he confessed what no man could see!

He confessed the deity of Christ
Not that he was a prophet sent by God
Not that he was the anointed 
Not a name that could have been given to a lesser man

He confessed by the grace of God
He did not have the faith to believe his friends
Yet he listened and heard the Word of the Father
He confessed because he was given the grace to believe.

Now we are also no longer blind
We see the light that has been shown to the whole world
We also cry out and confess with Thomas
"My Lord and my God."
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Chapter 5:  Incarnate and made Man

“And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us”

If you recall the previous chapter considered the deity of Christ, 

and those who would attack Jesus by making him no more then a man. 

What we discussed last week was of primary importance, for it is vital 

that we remember the deity of Christ whenever we think of the 

humanity of Christ.

If you recall, one thing idea that our discussion spoke of is that 

which is stated by Origen in De Principiis.  He tells us that “…His 

being the only-begotten Son of God is one thing, and that human 

nature which He assumed in these last times for the purpose of the 

dispensation (of grace) is another.”65  This is something that in my 

reading was quite confusing to me, and maybe confusing to you to 

hear it – however it does somehow explain the formula that we have 

learned66.

The Son is “Begotten before all worlds.”  He is involved in 

creation.  The Church identifies Christ revealing Himself to several 

people before the incarnation.  He exists always as the Son, and the 

Father exists always as the Father.  The Son is always begotten of the 

Father, so that even if we were unable to point to the event of the 

incarnation, the Son would still be the Son and the Father would still 

65 Origen De Principiis  Chapter 2 # :1
66 This speaks of the two hypostases (or natures) within Christ… See Chapter 5
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be the Father.  To say otherwise is dangerous because it goes against 

the eternal and the divine nature of the Son.  

The last chapter speaks of the confusing idea of the man who 

was God – this week we must speak of the God who put on Flesh.  We 

must consider the nature of the humanity of Christ, for this is 

something that is quite important to us.  Cyril of Jerusalem when he 

spoke of the incarnation spoke of Jesus as being the gospel in the 

Flesh.67  To know the Gospel of Christ, it would be good for us to 

examine that gospel that was Christ.

First thing that we must realize that when our Lord put on flesh 

and was born on this earth as a child, he was truly human.  He had a 

body, a human spirit: a human soul.  He had human needs and human 

frailties.  Jesus was hungry, at times he was tired, as I said last week 

there were times when he even did not know68.  Somehow his 

humanity did not wipe out his deity, but instead allowed him to be the 

true light – the light that came into the world, giving light to every 

man.    

67 “Cyril of Jerusalem, “Lecture XII”  #3

68 Reference to an earlier Athanasius quote – See 53

My first reaction to Athanasius endorsing the idea that ignorance was one of the 
human attributes assumed by the Son was horror… having at one time the tendency 
to forget the humanity of Christ.  The more I think about such things though – the 
more I appreciate the humanity of Christ finding myself in agreement of the 
necessity of the humanity as well as the deity of Christ for our salvation.  Before I 
had not understood the idea of “He emptied himself…”, however reading Athanasius 
has helped greatly. – Footnoted on that pages is also an opposing view by St. 
Ambrose.
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“We believe, therefore, that is was without any change in the 
Divinity that the incarnation of the Word took place…but while 
that remained in itself the same, it also effected the work of the 
incarnation with a view to the salvation off the world: and the 
Word of God, living on earth after man’s fashion, maintained 
likewise in all the divine presence, fulfilling all things and being 
united properly and individually with flesh; and while the 
sensibilities proper to the flesh were there, the divine energy 
maintained the impassability proper to itself”69

Now let us look at the various ways that Christ put on flesh and 

became man.  The first and the most obvious way is that he had 

human flesh.  In the “Twelve topics on the Faith70”  tells us that the 

Son “emptied himself and took the form of a servant.”  The body of 

Christ, the form of the creature could not be part of the eternal nature 

of Christ, for it by necessity changed, passing from infancy to 

adulthood and from life to death.  The eternal God which put on this 

flesh was not in his divine nature capable of such things71.  Because 

the body of temporal man was not within the experience of a timeless 

God, he had to take on the nature of a man, put on the flesh of man – 

and live the life of a man in time.  In this taking on the flesh of man, 

Christ took on all of man’s infirmaries, he took on a human spirit, a 

human soul, becoming obedient to death, even death on a cross.

  Now, we must realize that when the Word put on flesh, he did 

so as an infant, one that needed to “grow in wisdom, stature, favor 

with God, and favor with man.”  The one that was wisdom now had to 

69 “A sectional confession of the Faith”, attributed to Gregory Thaumaturgus

70 a list of things that one must believe or be excommunicated for not believing
71 Tertullian, Against Marcion, Chapter 27
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learn.  The one that filled to universe with His power, and held the 

fabric of the universe together so that without his continuing creative 

work it would fall apart – he had to grow year by year out of infancy, 

living and learning and growing at least until he became known as a 

rabbi72 around 30 years of age.  The one who was God had to grow, as 

a human in God’s Favor.  Christ could not rely on some innate 

knowledge of the Torah, but instead had to study its words.  The so 

called gospels which point to Christ teaching and doing miracles etc., 

as a small child have been rejected for they are Gnostic; Jesus was a 

boy, and had to be one before he became a man.  In the same vane, 

Jesus was a student of the Torah before he ever had the chance to 

teach in the Synagogue as a rabbi (which was his custom).

It is rather overwhelming to think of the idea of how much the 

almighty God had to have emptied himself to become a man, the God 

who knows being forced to learn, the one who was powerful and life 

becoming almost weak and waiting to die as all men do.  It begs one 

to question, why did He come as a man; why is it necessary?

There are quite a few reasons listed that Christ had to become 

human, reasons that are necessary for us to accept the humanity of 

72 This view is supported by the second century Church father Irenaeus who writes: 
"Being thirty years old when He came to be baptized, and then possessing the full 
age of a Master, He came to Jerusalem, so that He might be properly acknowledged 
by all as a Master.  For He did not seem one thing while He was another... but what 
He was, that He also appeared to be... not despising or evading any condition of 
Humanity..."  Book 2, Chapter 22 paragraph 4 Irenaeus Against Heresies

Irenaeus Against Heresies, Book 2 chapter 22,  Ed. Coxe, Cleveland  Ante-Nicene 
Fathers v.1, Hendrickson Publishers, Peabody MA, 1885 reprint 1999,  390-392 
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Christ as well as his divinity.  These are places where the gospel, and 

our biblical theology, require the humanity as well as the deity – the 

picture of God putting on flesh in order to give us salvation.  These 

are as follows

 God could not have communed with man without taking on the 
shape and nature of a man73

 Incarnation is becoming to God because it accomplishes the 
salvation of man

 Incarnation required for theophanies of the Old Testament
 When God appeared to man
 When God Judged man

 The incarnate Son is the light that lights the world74

 Without this light we would only have darkness
 The light gives light
 Darkness fears the light

 Christ took on flesh to bring us His own strength75.
 Christ became man to free man from death.76

 The incarnation is necessary for true religion77

 Only God knows about Himself
 In order for God to appear to man, it must be as a man

 No one can see the face of the Father and live
 A human must learn from being with a body, so that God 

must wear flesh to teach man
 The incarnation allows God to justly judge man78

 Man is without excuse because he has a teacher and a guide
 Christ suffered as man does, and conquers and man should

 The incarnation allows Christ to be mediator

73 From Tertullian, Against Marcion, Chapter 27

74 Clement of Alexandria Exhortation to the Heathen

75 Clement of Alexandria,  Who is the Rich man that shall be saved  Chapter 37

76 Alexander of Alexandria, “Epistle to the priests and Deacons of Alexandria and 
Mareons”  Paragraph 5

77 Lactantius, The Divine Institutes chapter 24

78 Lactantius, The Divine Institutes chapter 24
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 If Christ were God, but not man he could not be an example79

 If Christ were only spirit, he could not have redeemed the flesh
 Also, If Christ were an incomplete man – without a human 

spirit, then he could not mend the human spirit.
 The Pride of man is conquered by the humility of God80

 Pride is our chief hindrance
 Through Christ’s humiliation, pride is conquered

 Through the incarnation we receive81

 Freedom from the curse of the law
 Adoption and the right to be called sons

Let us examine the points as they were taught by the Fathers: 

Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Alexander of Alexandria, 

Lactantius, and Augustine.  These theologians have done much to 

explain the reason that Christ had come down as a man and the 

accomplishments of the incarnation.  It will be good to give a brief 

overview of these points we see in their teaching.

First, we will look at the idea that God could not have 

communion with man without becoming man.  This statement is 

obvious to us when we think of the eternal nature of God, and the 

temporal nature of ourselves.  We are in time.  We know each other 

because of each other’s bodies.  I think that I am being fair when I say 

that if I were only spirit, you could not know me as a person nor hold 

a relationship with me.  Tertullian is stating that just as a man can not 
79 “This is why Christ took flesh, and accomplished everything described in the 
gospels:  His sufferings, the cross, the tomb, the resurrection, so that man might be 
saved through imitation of Christ and receive his original birthright.”  St. Basil the 
Great, On The Holy Spirit #35, tr: Anderson, David St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press 
1997, 57

80 Augustine, On the trinity, Chapter 17, Page 22

81 Chrysostom, Commentary of Galatians  Chapter 4: 4,5
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hold a relationship with only another human spirit, but instead 

requires a body  so man requires the body of the incarnate Lord to 

commune with God.  This requirement is made of all of the prophets 

for all time.  There is the need for the incarnation for each of the 

appearances of God to men  so that every time God shows himself, be 

it to Adam, to Moses, to Abraham, to Job, to Elijah or to whomever it 

is Christ who appears to them.  This is shown in the scriptural 

formula, no man knows the Father but the Son, and none have seen 

the Father save only the Son.  

If it were not for Christ stepping into time, and taking a human 

body, he would be unable to commune with us.  We are not eternal. 

We are bound by the physical world being physical beings.  Every time 

that God spoke to man, it was a picture of the incarnation, for only by 

His flesh could he do so.

If God must step out of time to commune with man – then the 

incarnation is also necessary for God to judge man82.  If God is no 

more then the soul of nature, the creator, and some transcendent 

being that we are unable to know or comprehend in any way then God 

can not judge us.  The concept of judgement is lost to those who can 

not comprehend that they are being judged.  If God were not made 

man – then the judgement of God would be no more then the rule of a 

82 We are already judged – this is a “timeless” issue… i.e. The whole of God’s 
relationship with Man is from the beginning incarnational.  (And thus dependant 
upon the Word.)
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natural disaster; there would be no room for judgement of our morals, 

of our life, or of anything.  Without the humanity of Christ there is 

only His transcendence.

The Son is the light that gives light unto the world83.  Without 

that light, we would have darkness but given light we have no excuse, 

for the darkness can not conquer the light.

Let us think about the truth of this metaphor.  The light that 

comes into the world is the Word made flesh.  The Father is not the 

light, nor is the light natural man.  The reason for this is that Man 

needs a light that he can see.  Remember that without the 

incarnation, God is transcendent84 and we can not know Him, nor can 

we have ever known of Him.  This light must be something that is 

physical;  We again are physical creatures.  Our organs of sight are 

physical, seeing only things that belong to the physical world, not able 

to see those things that do not belong to that world.  God had to 

become flesh in order to bring light to the world. If he remained 

outside of time, there would have been no light that could have 

reached our eye.  Without the light, the darkness would have ruled; 

but as there is light, light which conquered the darkness and has 

enlightened every man; we are without excuse.

83 John 1

84 The weakness of Hick’s theology is that it is not consistent.  He writes of Christ 
being God’s kingdom on earth (Center of Christianity 66-67) and yet he denies the 
idea that Christ is God incarnate.  He wants the effects of incarnation – but not the 
fact of it.  In much the same way he seems to wish the scripture to be a source of 
revelation without being “spake by the Holy Spirit through the prophets”
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Christ made himself flesh so that we could commune with God. 

He came here, and he prayed for us.  He conquered death and the 

grave so that we could share in His victory.  He prayed to the Father 

so that our prayers can now be heard.  He was a righteous man, so 

that by His grace, we could receive His righteousness.  

When Christ was man, he commanded us to follow his example 

in love and in service.  He not only has given the command, but he has 

worked to change the very heart of man to match his image.  Because 

of the incarnation, we are made new creatures.  Christ has given us a 

new being, one that can love as He has loved.  He has shown us what 

can be done; and he has given us the way; and shown us how to train 

the body to be in the habits of love and of service.

Christ became man of course to free man from death, dying and 

then defeating death.  He came to free us from all kinds of death so 

that if we die with Him, we are also raised up with him.  He raises us 

up giving us new life – renewing our mind, revitalizing our spirit, and 

giving us the power to train the body so that its habits match that of 

our new life.

This goes on to agree with the teachings of Augustine that God 

conquered pride, for the pride of man is conquered by the humility of 

God.  We know that Pride is the chief hindrance;  it is the beginning of 

all sin and  it is the thought that we can be our own God.  Pride is the 

first of the mortal sins, the sin that kills the soul, for it is what makes 
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us usurp God by placing ourselves on His throne.  When Christ 

emptied himself, humbling himself to take on the flesh of man, taking 

on infirmities, and even death.  Christ conquered pride.  The sin that 

was the poison destroying the soul more than any other was thus 

conquered through Christ.  As Christ is the antidote for pride, he is 

able to cure the poison that brought us death.  Not only is he able to 

cure that which killed the spirit, but our Lord is the creator, and has 

come to give new life.  He has conquered both the source of death and 

he has conquered death itself.  Through Him, we have salvation.

Next, we realize that the incarnation is necessary for a true 

religion.  If you recall, only God can know about himself.  The 

transcendent God is unknowable. This is part of the nature of 

transcendence.  In order for God to appear to man so that man can 

see the face of God and hear His voice, God must become man.  No 

man can see the face of God and live, unless that God is wearing a 

human face. Remember all we truly know about God is what has been 

shown to us by the Son. 

Not only does the incarnation allow us to know to have an 

accurate knowledge of God, but it also allows God to be just in his 

dealings with man.  Because God has taken on flesh, man is without 

excuse.  God was to man the Way.  He has taught man from all time so 

that man has always had some knowledge of God, and the difference 
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between right and wrong.  He spoke to Adam in the garden, and he 

spoke the Law to Moses on the mountain.

It is also important to remember that Christ suffered as any 

other man did.  He suffered all that is common to man.  He conquered 

all.  He is our perfect peer85; and this is why Christ is judge.  If we 

remember all judgement comes from the Son. The Father does not 

judge.

This judgement of course follows all time.  If we remember 

judgement in the Old Testament,  we see the nature of the judgement 

of Christ.  If we think back, we see death and we see mercy.  At the 

time of Adam and Eve, they had taken death, yet Christ had sustained 

their physical lives for many centuries.  If you recall Christ is the one 

who holds the universe together, his sustaining power is necessary for 

continuance.  This of course would extend to life.  We must not only 

consider the necessary of continuance in anything remaining, but we 

also must consider that life itself is a miracle.  Science has long tried 

to discover the secret of life, yet in all its studies it has neither 

created new life nor to prevent death.  We have not discovered the 

source of life;86 we may have examined organic chemistry, but a living 

being is more than its chemical components.  The ultimate truth is 

85 This is a reference to judgement, and the tradition of people being judged by their 
peers.  The reference has the disadvantage of being culture specific, however so 
does the English language.

86 By the scientific method.  Theologians have long known that it is God who creates 
and sustains life, for this has been revealed to us.
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that the judgement has been made: we are doomed to die87.  It is only 

by the mercy of our Lord that we take another breath.  It may not be 

short of a miracle that anyone wakes up tomorrow. Our life is a vapor, 

somehow sustained in spite of its frail nature by God.

God not only shows his mercy in maintaining life, but he has 

also given that which was necessary for living.  Christ covered the 

shame of Adam and Eve.  When the world was destroyed, he saved 

Noah and his family along with animals and plants to refill the earth.  

Whatever judgement was brought to the earth, there was also 

some sort of mercy that accompanied it.  There is no judgement from 

our Lord without his mercy.  Our Judge is a peer, one who knows what 

it feels like to be human, one who is knows our pain and is 

sympathetic to our hurts.  He is not only the God who takes away, but 

also the God who gives every good and perfect gift.  He has every 

right to judge us, for he has shown us the truth, he has lived as we 

live suffering even death and yet without flaw.  Above all else His 

mercy endures forever.

Not only is our Lord the judge because of his incarnate nature, 

but he is also our mediator.  If He were transcendent He could not 

have taught us, nor could he redeem us.  He lived for us, he prays for 

us, he is our priest, and he is our righteousness.  He took on flesh, so 

87 “It is appointed to man once to die – and after that the Judgement”  Hebrews 9:27. 
I refer to this physical death as a judgement, for the legacy of death is the 
judgement received by our ancestors.  Death has been appointed to us, the work of 
science cannot nullify death.  There are of course other judgements.
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he could redeem flesh.  He took on the Human spirit so that he could 

redeem and restore the spirit of man.

Through Christ, we receive a breaking of the curse of the Law. 

If you remember the law brings death: for all have sinned and have 

fallen under the curse of the law.  Through Christ we see the law 

fulfilled.  We have a source of righteousness that is given to us.  By his 

righteousness, he has given us the power to be Sons and heirs.  We 

are given through Christ the ability to call the Father, “Our Father.” 

Through him we have salvation.
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The Prayers of our Lord 
The book of Hebrews – and Romans 5:21

Even now, He cries out on our behalf
He brings our needs before the father
When we do not even know our needs,
He knows – and his prayers are heard

Our advocate remembers the needs of man
He suffered all that is common to us
Hunger, thirst, pain and loss –
He even cried out, My God, why have you forsaken me!

Remember, he prayed for those who put him on the cross
He cried out to the father on their behalf
Father forgive them!
He cries the same words for us.

He is our true priest –
He stands before the father for our sake
He has seen us face to face –
And yet he stands with the Father!

We see his prayers writ on his body
Prayers writ by a life that was a prayer
The marks of his crying for our souls
The Word that has given us His Righteousness

We do not know how to worship the Father
Our words are not enough for the deity
Our actions fall short of His sovereignty
We cannot know His holiness

Our Lord worships for us
He takes our small sacrifice
He brings it to the Father
He makes it acceptable

On His behalf we can be reconciled to God
Though He had no sin
God took Him and made Him sin for us
And in Him, we become the righteousness of God.
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Chapter 6:  Crucified dead and Buried

Among all the works of God’s mercy… none is more wondrous, 
and none more sublime, than that Christ was crucified for the 
world.88  Leo the Great.

You should remember what was given in the last lesson, 

incarnate and made man, for in many ways this is a continuation of 

that lesson or more of a focus on a single part of his humanity.

As you know, Christ was crucified and buried, suffering these 

things makes him truly a man, made of the same stuff that you and I 

are made of.  That he was “incarnate and made man” suggested that 

he would have died just as is the fate of all of us who wear flesh, thus 

this phrase initially looks like a continuation of the phrase before. It 

sounds like another reminder that we are not “Gnostic.” A phrase 

opposing those who refuse to accept that the all holy Christ could 

come in the flesh of a man, suffering as all men do.  Reading Paul, we 

realize that the cross becomes one of the symbols of our faith.  We 

realize that the preaching of the cross is, “to us which are saved… the 

power of God.89”

The Nicene-Constantinopolitan creed states “and was crucified 

also for us under Pontius Pilate.  He suffered and was buried" placing 

the time of Christ suffering within the realm of history, just as his 

88 Leo the Great, “Sermon LIV”, tr Feltoe, Charles

89 I Corinthians 1:18
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birth was during the “first census that took place while Quirinius was 

governor of Syria.”90

This is important, because the whole of the life of Christ is 

framed within historical events.  He is born in a certain year, and dies, 

at a specific time, publicly by the rule of the state.  Being placed in 

history in this way, the creed affirms the humanity of Christ.  It 

affirms, also, that our hope is in a Jesus who has lived, died, and was 

risen within the realm of our history.  This historical Jesus speaks 

against the heresy of the Gnostics, who deny the idea of the 

incarnation.

The picture of the crucifixion is a fascinating one.  It is the 

picture of Christ dying for the world, tasting death for every man. 

Our Lord suffers death, yet his divine nature suffers no corruption.  At 

this time the very balance of nature is offended, the sun ceasing to 

shine, the dead crawling from their graves and walking around 

Jerusalem.

It is because of the resurrection our hope of a new life.  The 

cross has become a symbol of Christianity.  It is a mark of discipline, 

of “killing off” the sinful nature so that we can be risen with a new 

nature in Christ.  We share in the cross of Christ through disciplines 

of absence such as fasting, silence and active disciplines such as 

90 Luke 2:2 (NIV)
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giving to the poor.  The cross is the symbol of the forgiveness of sin. 

It has become a mark of Christianity91.  

The reason we must share in the cross of Christ is that without 

the death, there can be no resurrection.  Our salvation for now and for 

eternity is the participation in the death and the resurrection of 

Christ,  for those of us who are crucified with Christ are also raised up 

with him.

Crucifixion

They have taken the Lord
Brought him to stand trial
brought before a disinterested judge
One who fears the threats of the mob.

He is sentenced to die
This sentence called out by the crowds
but the judge did not write the false charge
Instead words which named no crime.

Beaten 'till unrecognized as a man
too weak to carry his burden
hung upon a bloody tree
Waiting for death to remove the pain

The grave robbers unwilling to wait for death
dividing the belongings of the cursed
casting lots for his garments
Painting a grim picture of humanity

91The cross of Christ is a figure of speech borrowed from the wooden cross on which 
Christ submitted to the will of God.  The cross mystical is that divine grace which 
crucifies the carnal wills of men.  It may justly be termed the instrument of man’s 
wholly dying to the world and being made conformable to the will of God.  Nothing 
else can mortify sin or make it easy for us always to submit to the divine will. 
Penn, William No Cross no Crown, Friends United Press, Richmond IN, 1989, 19

Turtullian (in On Fasting), Athanasius in his Letter VII (Easter 355) Paul, and many 
others speak of participating in the crucifixion of Christ by means of mortifying the 
flesh.  Discipline and the idea of the disciplined life has been treated elsewhere, and 
is.
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The flesh he wears dies
His Spirit descending to Sheol
Body left to rot in a tomb
After a lance pierced the heart

The divine suffers no corruption --
if possible, the Pantocrator has become more powerful
For He conquers the place of the dead
By death, he renders death powerless.
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Chapter 7:  And he rose again on the Third day

The power of the Cross is proven and found in the resurrection 

of Christ.  It is in the resurrection, and in the participation in the 

resurrection of Christ that we have hope of salvation.  The traditional 

view of our salvation is the participation92 in the death and 

resurrection of Christ, His holiness being imparted to us.  In this way, 

the Creed becomes a statement of the salvation of the Church, and 

her hope.

There are several things we must realize when we see that 

Christ is raised from the dead.  First, we must realize that just as his 

death was public, so his burial was also made public.  His tomb was 

guarded by Roman soldiers so that no one would steal the body.  The 

grave was sealed;  no one was to enter or to exit after the body was 

placed in the tomb.

When the three days had passed the women went to anoint the 

body, but the tomb was empty.  Christ appeared to the Marys, to the 

twelve, and to the one hundred and twenty.  His resurrection was 

observed and preached from the beginning.93

92 Traditionally, this participation is held as being baptism… so that salvation is in no 
way separated from the rite.  Dr. Christian Kettler tells me this is called "Baptismal 
Regeneration."
 
93 This does not seem to be the place to get into a detailed apologetic.  First, if 
anyone wishes to read one there are many in print.  Second, They will use the same 
"proofs" I just listed again and again in order to show the truth of the resurrection 
against a whole list of theories.
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The resurrection is important, because through the resurrection 

Christ conquered death, bringing victory to the flesh of men so that 

we could share in that victory.  Clothed in the resurrection,  Christians 

no longer fear death for it no longer has power over us.94

In addition, participation in the resurrection gives us a new life. 

Basil writes of this saying that we are saved by our participation in 

the death and resurrection of Christ.  The person we were before our 

salvation is not the new creature, which is risen with the power of 

Christ: for we are made new creatures, the old is gone, the new is 

come.

Having risen again, Christ has ascended to heaven where he 

now sits at the right hand of the Father.  Because Christ not only rose 

but also conquered death, Christ did not die again.95  His victory is 

permanent and not temporary, just as our participation in His death 

and resurrection brings us eternal life. In plain words, having 

participated in the death and resurrection of Christ, we share his fate.

It is also important to realize that Christ ascended into heaven 

to minister to us.  He is with the Father, never ceasing to bring 

intercession on our behalf to the Father.  Jesus is involved in a 

ministry of prayer for his disciples: those who share in his 

resurrection.  He takes our imperfect offering to the Father, and gives 

94 Athanasius On the Incarnation, #28-29 St Vladmir’s Seminary Press, New York, 
1977, 58-60

95 unlike others who have been raised from their death
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it to the Father, having made it acceptable by means of Himself.  Even 

if His servants would have nothing left to offer – the offerings of 

Christ on their behalf is acceptable to the Father: Thus no man can 

come to the Father except through the Son.  
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Resurrection

Three days He lay in the tomb
Three days spent in the place of the dead
Guarded by soldiers against theft
The corruptible flesh waiting to rot -

But the incorruptible Deity wore this flesh
And he made it incorruptible and Holy
The flesh which was dead
Was to be made new again

So He rose
Wearing flesh of an incorruptible nature
Lazarus rose to die again
Christ rose to remake the flesh of man

So he went and met his disciples
Explaining what they could not understand
Having established His Church
He told them to wait...

He ascended into heaven,
Sat at the right hand of the Father
Preparing a place for those who would be raise up in new flesh
Offering prayers to the Father on behalf of the saints.
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Chapter 8:  And shall come in glory to judge the quick and the dead

Some have reduced the gospel to the simple formula, Christ was 

born, crucified, risen, ascended and will come again.  We see that he 

came to earth, being holy so that we could share in His holiness, dying 

to sin and participating in His resurrection. The Christ in whom we 

believe however is not only a member of history. We seek not only a 

historical Jesus, but also a current and future King.

The creed says, “He shall come again with glory to judge both 

the quick and the dead.”  This of course expresses some views on last 

things.  We as Christians believe that our King will set up his court 

and we will enter His kingdom where his reign never ceases.

When we speak of the day of God's judgement, we add the word 
last or final for this reason, because even now God judges, and 
has judged from the beginning of human history, banishing from 
paradise, and excluding from the tree of life, those first men 
who perpetuated so great a sin.   Yea, He was certainly 
exercising judgment also when He did not spare the angels who 
sinned… Neither is it without God's profound and just judgment 
that the life of demons and men… is filled with misery, 
calamities, and mistakes… Men are punished by God for their 
sins often visibly, always secretly, either in this life or after 
death96.

This time of final judgement has not yet come, so that those who 

have died await this judgement in the place of the dead, just as we 

wait for Christ to sit in judgment.  “And being present at His judicial 

decision, all… men, angels and demons, shall utter one voice, saying 

96 Augustin, City of God, Book XX, chapter 1,  Tr: Dods, Marcus., Nicene and Post-
Nicene Fathers v.2 First Series Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1887, 1999, 421



“Righteous is Thy judgement.97”   "There will be no room left for the 

ignorant questioning why this wicked person is happy and that 

righteous man unhappy.98"  We do not know the time of this day, only 

that someday we must stand before Christ in judgement.99

Judgement is the lot of man; it is as certain as death: or by 

implication of the Creed more certain then death100.  “It is appointed 

to man once to die and after that the judgement.”  Christ is our judge 

because of His incarnation he gains the ability to judge us.  (See 

chapter “Incarnate and made man”)  

Christ is judge so that His name will be glorified.  By judging 

over the world, it is proven that Christ is uncreated, for as Ambrose 

writes:  “Every work of His God will bring into judgement; but the Son 

97 Hippolytus, Against Plato, on the cause of the Universe, 2-3,  Coxe, A. Cleveland 
D.D.,  Ante-Nicene Fathers v.5  Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1886, 1999, 222

98 Augustine, City of God, Book XX, chapter 1,  Tr: Dods, Marcus., Nicene and Post-
Nicene Fathers v.2 First Series Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1887, 1999, 422

99 Athanasius On the Incarnation ch ix #56

100 Rufinus writes:  “When, however, He is said to judge the quick and the dead, this 
does not mean that some will come to judgement who are still living, others who are 
already dead; but that He will judge both souls and bodies, where, by souls are 
meant” the quick,” and the bodies “the dead”
Rufinus Commentary on the Apostles’ Creed, #33 Tr: Fremantle, Wm. Henry, M.A. 
Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers v.3 second Series, 1892, 1999 556

I have some difficulty with Rufinus’ view.  First, to split soul and body as living and 
dead makes very little sense… I would rather either divide them into the damned 
and saved (depending upon participation in the resurrection of Christ… i.e. 
baptismal regeneration.)  I could also assume that this clause this has to do with the 
Pauline statement “We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed… for the 
perishable must clothe itself with the imperishable, and the mortal with 
immortality.”  I Corinthians 15:51-53  For if not all sleep, then some would never 
have experienced death.



of God is not brought into judgment; for He Himself judges; therefore 

the Son of God is not a creature.101”

When Christ Judges man, the sentence of man can be favorable, 

or not.  

I add something, on account of unbelievers, of the day of 
judgment.  Again, the fire of the Lord sent forth shall be 
appointed.  The earth gives a true groan; then those who are 
making their journey in the last end, and then all unbelievers, 
groan.  The whole of nature is concerted in flames, which yet 
avoids the camp of His saints.  The earth is burned up from its 
foundations, and the mountains melt.  Of the sea nothing 
remains: it is overcome by the powerful fire… Thence they who 
deserve it are sent away in a second death, but the righteous 
are placed in inner dwelling-places.102

In considering our judgement, we should consider the standards 

by all men are judged:  First, by are response to the light which we 

are given,  second, according to the life which we live, third, 

according to mercy (both according to our own, and the infinite mercy 

of our Lord.)

Christ is the light that has come into the world, giving light to 

every man.  Those who have turned their eyes away from the light, 

blinding themselves are condemned,  having chosen to remain in 

darkness.  Those who have become enlightened are judged 

101 Ambrose Of The Christian Faith Book V, Ch xi, # 141, Tr: De Romestin, H., Nicene 
and Post-Nicene Fathers v.10  Second series  Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1896, 
1999, 301

102 Commodianus, “Instructions,” XLV,  tr: Wallis, Robert E. Ph.D,  Ante-Nicene 
Fathers v.4  Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1885, 1999, 212  



accordingly; they who have chosen the Lord's presence continue in 

it.103  

Commodianus writes that we are also judged according to 

whether or not we lived by the example of Christ:

“For them who walk after His example, the prize is life 
everlasting, so for those who walk the opposite way, and not 
that of virtue, there is great shame, and peril without pardon in 
the day of judgement, because although they knew the way of 
truth their acts were contrary to their knowledge.”104

We must note that the judgement is not a thing to fear, for 

remember, Christ purpose in judgement is not only to dish out 

punishment, but also to give rewards105 according to His  (and 

according to our own) mercy.  

103 Athanasius, Against the Heathen, #47, Ed: Robertson, Archibald, Nicene and 
Post-Nicene Fathers v.4  Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1892, 1999, 30

104 Commodianus, “Instructions,” XLV,  tr: Wallis, Robert E. Ph.D,  Ante-Nicene 
Fathers v.4  Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1885, 1999, 212

105 Aphrahat writes:  "Every  man according to his work shall receive his reward.  He 
that toiled little, shall receive according to his remissness; and he that made much 
speed, shall be rewarded according to his speed… Also in respect of penalty, I say 
that all men are not equal.  He that has done great wickedness is greatly tormented. 
And he that has offended not so much is less tormented."

Arphrat, Select Demonstrations XXII #17-22, Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers v.13, 
ed. Schaff, Philip D.D., LL.D., Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1898, 1999, 408-409

This author does seem to mix his metaphors.  He quotes both from the parable 
which has everyone getting the same wage at the end of the day (Misrepresenting it 
by saying "They who toiled all day, with bold face receive the reward and demand it, 
in confidence that He will add more to them.  While they who worked one hour 
receive it in silence, and know that through grace they receive mercy and life"), and 
also from the one where the one who earned 5 talents receives his 5, and the one 
who earned 10 receives 10, and the one which the Master took from the lazy servant 
who earned nothing.   Because of this he is confusing, (His first example, if he would 
have been faithful to the text, would have contradicted the second.) however I think 
he is saying that there are degrees of reward and punishment, and this is the reason 
that we are judged according to our works.



"He crowns… with loving kindness and tender mercy… There 
will be… also "judgement without mercy;" … for him "who hath 
not showed mercy."… "Blessed are the merciful for they shall 
obtain mercy" of God.106

We see that Christ is the one who reigns with the unending 

kingdom.  The world ποντοκρατωρα applies to Christ as well as the 

Father for Christ is the almighty ruler of all now as well as during his 

more visible reign.  Christ is the one who holds all things together, 

giving a creative continuance to the world.

We look to the time when the name of Christ is held above that 

of every name – and every knee bows, and every tongue confesses 

that He is Lord.  

106 Augustine, On the Spirit and the Letter, chapter 59,  Tr: Holmes, Peter, D.D.., 
Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers v.5 First Series Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1887, 
1999, 109-110



Judgement

We have hope that we shall know our salvation
For we can be sure of the source
Our future is held in the hands of another
And His name is one which is revealed to us.

There are two things we all must realize
First death and then judgement –
A fate which the living cannot observe,
So our knowledge is uncertain.

We know the one who judges us…
For He revealed himself to us in the flesh
Suffering all which is common to man,
Dying at the hand of man.

We know the standards by which he judged on earth,
Calling out for the Father to forgive sin,
Forgiving the sin of man –
Bringing redemption instead of condemnation.

We know why he came to earth
To inhabit the flesh of man,
Making that flesh Holy
So that he comes to judge His own holiness.

He is the one who brought light –
Showing the divine to a lost race,
He is the one who brings our prayers to the Father
The one who sustains our very lives.

We look to the time of our judgement –
When we have no judge except Christ,
And sitting in the dock we have hope –
Our Judge is the one who has made us worthy.



And in the Holy Spirit

Chapter 9:  And in the Holy Spirit

This portion of the Creed is interesting, for only “…and [We 

Believe] in the Holy Spirit…” is included in the Nicene formula, while 

the Creed given at Constantinople greatly expanded on this saying, 

…and [We Believe] in the Holy Spirit, the Lord and giver 
of Life who proceedeth from the Father, who with the Father 
and the Son together is worshipped and glorified, who spake by 
the prophets…

In 325 A.D, those who framed the Ecumenical Creed did not yet 

see the reason to protect the position of the Holy Spirit for He was not 

yet under attack.  They had left the doctrine undefined which left an 

opening for Arian type heretics who were called by the Christians 

Pneumatomachoi, translated “Fighters against the Spirit.107”  This 

required the Church to tighten its definition in order to defeat those 

who denied the divinity of the Spirit.

These “Fighters against the Spirit” blasphemed the Spirit by 

denying that He is divine.  They placed Him within the order of 

created things or creatures, denying His role as creator, naming Him 

a creature or an undefined “force.”

Reading the Constantinople formula, we see that the Holy Spirit 

is to us all that the Father and Son are.  The Holy Spirit is Lord, the 

same as the Son.  The Spirit is giver of life, the same as the Father 

and the Son.  Like the Father and Son, the Spirit is a source of 

107 Anderson, David – Introduction to his Translation of Basil’s On the Holy Spirit, St. 
Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1980 reprint 1997
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revelation.  Together with the Father and the Son, we worship the 

Spirit.

It seems odd that the writers of the Creed did not find it 

necessary to say that the Spirit is of the same substance with the 

Father and Son.  I could argue that this is said through the insistence 

that the work of the Spirit is shared with the Father and the Son just 

as the work of the Son is also the work of the Father.  In addition to 

this, I can give the argument of Basil, 

But no one is so shameless that he will deny the obvious 
meaning of the words which clearly say the Spirit is one with 
the Father and the Son… as for us, we will follow the words of 
Scripture.108 

Or, the words of Ambrose:

And with good cause did the Son of God say: “Go and 
baptize all nations in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and 
of the Holy Spirit,” not disdaining association with the Holy 
Spirit.  Why, then, do some take it ill that He whom the Lord 
disdained not in the sacrament of baptism, should be joined in 
our devotion with the Father and Son.109

Next, I could argue that none but God is to be worshiped.  In 

telling us that the Spirit is to be worshiped with the Father and the 

Son, we are being told that the Spirit is to be held in equal honor.  We 

are being told as well as sharing work, the Spirit shares honor.  This 

honor is the same, yet distinctly given to the Spirit (with the Father 

108 Basil, On the Holy Spirit tr. Anderson, David, St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1980, 
1997, 45

109 St. Ambrose Of The Holy Spirit book 1, chapter V #73,  Tr.  De Romestine,  h. 
Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers second Series, v. 10, 1896, 1999, 103
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and the Son.)  Because of this, we know that the Spirit shares in the 

divinity of the Father and the Son. 

The Spirit cannot be both God and creature.  If the Spirit were 

of the invisible created order, we could not associate it with God, but 

instead would associate it with such creatures.  Since the Spirit is of 

the Godhead, we can not name it as being of the created order, but 

instead as divine – as co-substantial with the Father and the Son.  

Those who deny the divinity of the Spirit often attaching the 

Holy Spirit to Christ: holding a more developed Arian theology.110  “If 

they think Him a creature, why do they join Him with the Son of 

God?”  If I were to answer this rhetorical question of Ambrose, I 

would say: "because they wish to refer to Christ as a creature as well 

as the Spirit."

The Church, being made up of creatures made holy by our 

Lord111 must accept, for our own sake the divinity of the Spirit for:

The Holy Spirit does not receive from creatures but is 
received; as also He is not sanctified but sanctifies; for the 
creature is sanctified, but the Holy Spirit sanctifies… Now 
sanctification and corruption cannot share the same nature, and 
therefore the grace of the Holy Spirit and the creature cannot 
be of one substance.112

110 St. Ambrose Of The Holy Spirit book 1, chapter V #75,  Tr.  De Romestine,  h. 
Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers second Series, v. 10, 1896, 1999, 103

111 We must remember that Lord is a title which is given in our Faith to both the Son 
and the Spirit.

112 St. Ambrose Of The Holy Spirit book 1, chapter V #74,  Tr.  De Romestine,  h. 
Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers second Series, v. 10, 1896, 1999, 103
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In other words, the one who makes holy is of a different nature 

then the one who is made holy.  In order to make something holy, the 

being must be by nature holy, and only One is holy.  The Jews viewed 

in their tradition rightly that all things that were used for holy uses 

could be corrupted, becoming unclean when touched by that which 

was unclean, however God, when touching something would cleanse 

it, bringing sanctity.  God Himself could never be corrupted.  Nothing 

of the created order is immune to corruption; thus, no creature can 

sanctify another, yet we rely on the sanctification given to us by the 

Giver of life.  For this reason, we need the Spirit to be divine, touching 

us and sanctifying us without himself becoming corrupt.

The Spirit is involved in creation with the Father and the Son113. 

To say otherwise would be insane, for to do so, we would have to 

separate the Spirit from God.  Let us consider the examples of 

Gregory of Nyssa.

If someone wished to separate the Spirit from creation, he could 

deny his existence before the creation, making him a creature.  He 

could deny the presence of the Spirit, making him separate from God. 

He could say that the Spirit was with God, but was restrained from 

113 “Job plainly set forth the Spirit as His creator, saying: “The Spirit of God hath 
made me.”  In one short verse he showed Him to be both divine and creator.  If, 
then, the Spirit is creator, He is certainly not a creature, for the Apostle has 
separated the Creator and the creature saying: “They served the creature rather 
than the Creator.” 

Ambrose of Milan Of The Holy Spirit,  Book II #44 Tr.  De Romestine. Nicene and 
Post Nicene Fathers second Series, v. 10, 1896, 1999, 120
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being involved in creation, which would make the Spirit inferior to 

God.  Or he could deny that the Spirit had any interest in being 

involved in creation but that argues against the idea of the Spirit’s 

continued involvement, which seems very important to our 

understand of God.

The fountain of power is the Father, and the power of the 
Father is the Son, and the spirit of that power is the Holy Spirit; 
and creation entirely, in all its visible and spiritual extent, is the 
finished work of that divine power.  And seeing that no toil can 
be thought of in the composition of anything connected with the 
divine being… we should be justified in calling all… which came 
into existence by creation a movement of will, an impulse of 
design, a transmission of power, beginning from the Father, 
advancing through the Son, and completed in the Holy Spirit.114

The Spirit continues to be vital to our faith.  He worked very 

specifically in the ministry of Jesus, so that the work of Christ on earth 

as well as being that of the Father is also the work of the Spirit. 

Matthew 1:18-23 speaks of it being the Holy Spirit by which Mary 

conceived Christ.  

This is an interesting passage, because we have the picture of 

the Son, begotten of the Father “firstborn of all creation,” and He is 

made flesh by the Holy Spirit and born of Mary.

Next, we must consider that the Spirit is the one who “spoke the 

scripture through the prophets.”  This is something that is important 

to us for it names the Spirit (God) as the authority and source of the 

114 Gregory of Nyssa On The Holy Spirit,  Tr.  Moore, William. Nicene and Post 
Nicene Fathers second Series, v. 5, 1893, 1999, 319-320
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scriptures, so that Robert Barclay echoes the Nicene-

Constantinopalitan formula when he says:

From the revelations of the Spirit of God to the faithful 
have come the Scriptures… the scriptures are only a declaration 
of the source, and not the source itself, they are not to be 
considered the principle foundation of all truth and knowledge. 
They are not even to be considered as the adequate primary rule 
of all faith and practice.  Yet because they give a true and 
faithful testimony of the source itself, they are and may be 
regarded as a secondary rule that is subordinate to the Spirit… 
115

  We have already learned that there is revelation given by the 

Father, the Son and the Spirit.  God gives revelation through the act of 

creation, through the incarnation, and through the Scriptures.  Christ, 

the Word of God oJ lovgoV Qeou, or the Divine Word is God and 

revelation.  The Holy Scripture is lovgoi tou Qeou, or words of God. 

These words, the Spirit spoke to men, in the language of men.  We 

hold the person of the incarnate Christ (and of the Father who shows 

men the Son) to be superior to the revelation of Scripture – for if our 

God falls, scripture falls with Him, however if the words of scripture 

were silenced, the Word, the Father, and the Spirit would remain.116   

115 Barclay, Robert An Apology of the True Christian Divinity, ed. Dean Freiday, 
Barclay Press, 1967, 1991, 46

116 Gregory of Nyssa writes of the idea of the divine Logos.  He writes that we can 
not consider the Logos to be as uttered syllables – which is exactly as scripture is… I 
cannot find the phrase “Word of God” used to refer to anything other then the Son… 
in fact the idea that the “Word of God” could be pronounced by human lips appears 
to be held as blasphemous (And to not pronounce the words of scripture, spoken by 
God is also irreverent.)

Gregory of Nyssa The Great Catechism,  Tr.  Moore, William. Nicene and Post 
Nicene Fathers second Series, v. 5, 1893, 1999, 474-475
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While words uttered may be less then the unutterable word that 

is their source, and while the Spirit (and the Son) receives worship 

and the Holy Scripture (which was spake by the Spirit through the 

prophets) does not, we must realize that the scripture which is spoken 

by God is spoken with divine authority.  To honor the scripture, to 

read and reverence these words, to give them a place in our worship 

of God is to honor their source.  Scripture is a great and tangible 

benefit that we hold and have the ability to study.

In our study of the scripture, we must take care not to ignore 

the Spirit – not to focus only on the letter as the Son said: “The letter 

of the Law kills, but the spirit gives life.”  As scripture is put in the 

language of men, it is subject to the failures of men’s language.  Peter  

wrote of people twisting the meanings of Paul’s epistles117 (just as they 

do with all other scripture).  The heretics throughout the history of 

the Church have been careful to use the language of scripture, even 

while denying the divinity of Christ and blaspheming the Holy Spirit.

In all of this they have failed to destroy the faith, for it has 

remained firm against all enemies.  The attempt to twist Scripture, to 

destroy the source upon which it was dependent served only to 

strengthen the faith.  The Spirit has given vitality to the Church, 
117 I Peter 3:15-16
It is interesting to note that the Gnostic Marcion made the first known collection of 
the Pauline Epistles, using them to support the Gnostic heresy by means of 
removing "all passages which implied that Christ regarded the God of the Old 
Testament as His Father, or was in any way related to Him... He denied a real 
incarnation, and condemned the Old Testament and its God."
Walker, Williston, A History of the Christian Church: Revised Edition, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1918, 1959, 54-55
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power to those defenders of the faith who sought to avoid the 

“shipwreck” that would be inevitable if the enemies of the Spirit were 

to gain control.

The Holy Spirit

When He left us the Master gave a promise
That he would send One to give power
One who would enable us
And give us the strength to continue.

Waiting on the movement of the Lord, 
The disciples met in Jerusalem –
Death and resurrection marked the Passover
And the coming of the Spirit so marked Pentecost,

Jerusalem full of people for the feast of weeks,
The great Sabbath after the Passover…
So our Lord chose to mark this event
Making it another advent…

Power came to the Church –
The gospel was preached in language understood by men,
Peter called out to the crowd,
And 5000 were added to the number.

Now the story of Jesus was told throughout the land,
Disciples once fearful were now bold,
They called out the truth –
And held the strength to face death without fear.

Even the Gentiles called upon the name of the Lord,
Praying to have a share in the work of Christ,
And they were given the Sprit,
As evidence to their Salvation.

So Christ has been preached to the ends of the earth,
The Spirit having taught Peter and Paul this gospel,
Where there was once enmity and a dividing wall
There is no more – Christ killed it in His flesh.
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Chapter 10:  And in one Holy Catholic Church…

The Church is one.  This has to do with the source of our faith, 

God himself.  Our belief in the Church is based on our belief in God 

himself, thus our understanding of the Church is based on our 

understanding of God.

The Church requires the work of the Father, Son and Spirit this 

is why those who belong to the Church worship the Father Son and 

Spirit.  Those who are of the Church are those who have been 

baptized into the name of the Father, of the Son, and the Spirit, and 

there is no salvation outside of the Church of Christ118.

First, let us treat “We acknowledge one baptism119 for the 

remission of sins.”  This baptism of Christ, prophesied by John120, is 

the baptism that has brought salvation to all of humankind, including 

118 See Barclay, Robert, Apology, Friends Book Store, 1848, 258

“The church… comprehends all that are thus called and gathered truly by God, both 
such as are yet in this inferior world, and such as having already laid down the 
earthly tabernacle, are passed into their heavenly mansions, which together do 
make up the one catholic church, concerning which there is so much controversy. 
Out of which church we freely acknowledge there can be no salvation; because 
under this church and its denomination are comprehended all, and as many, of 
whatsoever nation, kindred, tongue, or people they be, though outwardly strangers, 
and remote from those who profess Christ and Christianity in words, and have the 
benefit of the scripture, as become obedient to the holy light and testimony of God 
in their hearts, so as to become sanctified by it, and cleansed from the evils of their 
ways…”

119 While the traditional form used is water -- it is interesting the "Evangelicals" as a 
whole have replaced the form of water with the rite of a spoken ceremony -- yet 
while denying the saving power of Baptism -- name their initiation rite into 
institutional membership Baptism... in other words they deny Baptism by their 
practice of it.

120 John 1:19-29
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pre-Christian saints and any others who prove to have received it at 

the time of judgement.

This baptism is our salvation, for it is the mystery of our 

participation with Christ in his death and resurrection.  A salvation 

that not only extends to salvation from damnation, but a salvation 

which extends to our current life, for “being washed and purged from 

our sins, we may walk in newness of life.121”  

 Traditionally, it was rare that people would separate the form 

from the substance so that it would be inconceivable to imagine 

someone saved without being dipped in water.  In spite of this, there 

are some ancient examples of those who were baptized without the 

use of water and words spoken by an ecclesiastical authority.  These 

examples are as follows:  1.  Pre Christian era saints such as Noah, 

Abraham, Enoch, Moses, etc.  2.  A Catechumen122 who is killed for his 

faith in Christ is said to have received a baptism of blood.  3.  Some 

writers appeared to allow for the salvation of certain Gentiles who 

seemed to embrace the truth, the most often listed examples being of 

course the favorite Greek philosophers of the writer.123

121 Barclay, Robert, An Apology for the True Christian Divinity, Philadelphia Friends 
Book Store, 1848, 381

122 Someone learning about Christianity.  He must wait about two years, perhaps 
longer before being allowed to receive Baptism.
  
123 Every one seemed to have an opinion on this, and it has not been resolved.  (I 
could who held which viewpoint, but that would fill many pages accomplishing 
nothing.)  This is my understanding.  I must allow for the possibility because by not 
allowing for the possibility I would be ignoring one of the Honors given to Christ -- 
that of Him being the only Judge in such matters (John 5:22.)  
Because of this, I refuse to comment concerning the eternal destiny of those outside 
the "visible" Church, but allow the possibility of an "invisible Church" which may 
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The biblical reference to baptism that gives the “formula” eijV 

to; o[noma tou' patro;" kai; tou' uiJou' kai; tou' aJgivou pneuvmato"124 

which is translated: "into the name of the father and of the son and of 

the holy spirit.”  This "formula" tells us that the saving baptism is an 

immersion into the name of the Holy Three which are One.  Our 

salvation is dependent upon the name and the work of the Three, thus 

the Church, being the company of those who are baptized into the 

Father, Son and Spirit, is a work of the Father, the Son, and the 

Spirit.125

The Father is necessary for our salvation, for He is the one who 

points us to the Son.  Without the Father we do not know enough to 

look for or to recognize that light which shines in the darkness and 

gives light to every man.  Humankind has become so accustomed to 

darkness that without the intervention of the Father he would not 

know enough to look to the light.  Humankind, without the 

intervention of the Father rejects Christ, and even attempts to 

extinguish the light.

contain people.

124 Matthew 28:19

125 T.F. Torrance writes, "Belief in 'one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church' is thus 
regarded in the Creed as a function of belief in the Spirit or rather of belief in the 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit... the clauses on the Church are to be reckoned as 
belonging to the articles of saving faith.".  
(Except for the desire to strike out "of belief in the Spirit or rather") I am in 
agreement with Torrance on this.

Torrance, T.F., The Trinitarian Faith, T&T Clark, Edinburgh, 1988, 252
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The Word or the Son is the light that gives light to every man. 

He is God in the flesh of men.  He is the power of our salvation in that 

while wearing human flesh.  He made that flesh Holy.  In his dying, he 

tasted death for every man and in His resurrection, He raised so that 

every man could share in the new life.  Those who are baptized into 

Christ's death and resurrection, participating in this so that the old 

self is dead and is replaced with a new creature so that they are a new 

creature have a share in the holiness of Christ.  As they shared with 

the new life Christ brought to man in His resurrection, they share in 

the holiness that Christ has brought to the flesh of humankind.

The Holy Spirit we call our Paraclete, the Lord and giver of 

life126.  He gives us power to live a Christians.  The power of the 

Church is dependent upon the continued working of the Holy Spirit. 

He is the one who gives us the Scripture upon which we rely.  He 

gives us courage and the ability to remain firm in the faith.  He 

reveals wisdom to the saints.  In addition, He gives power to the 

Church to spread the ministry of the gospel127.  

When we say that we believe in One Church, it appears obvious 

that this church has a broader reach then just what we can see with 

126 It is interesting that all these titles are also given to Jesus.  In my study it has 
been difficult to separate working and ministries of the Holy Spirit from those of 
Christ.  I wonder of the significance of this.

127 Here I offer a test of catholicity. My test is the calling of the Father, participation 
in the passion and holiness of the Son, and the power and substance of the Spirit. 
With the single source of power, life, holiness and calling,  the Church can not be 
anything other then one; difference in opinion and practice does not and cannot 
destroy this unity.
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our eyes.  Even the unity in which we believe seems to be beyond 

what we can see, for what we see is a "church" that is divided by race, 

by culture, by family, by confession, by class, and by some perverse 

quest for power over other men.

The church also is one, which is spread abroad far and wide into 
a multitude by an increase of fruitfulness.  As there are many 
rays of the sun, but one light; and many branches of a tree, but 
one strength based in its tenacious root; and since from one 
spring flow many streams, though the multiplicity seems 
diffused in the liberality of an overflowing abundance, yet the 
unity is still preserved in the source128.

Christ while on earth said to his disciples that His kingdom was 

not a kingdom of this world, however the church is His kingdom.  It 

has existed for all times having within it those who have been saved 

even before the event of the incarnation.  The church is not confined 

to the moment, for it began with the beginnings of man and will 

continue long after the earth is no more.  It includes all who Christ 

has given new life,  so it is the church of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, a 

church not of the dead but of the living.

Of course at the time of the life of Christ, His kingdom has 

rooted itself upon the earth.  An effect of the incarnation of Christ is 

the physical manifestation of the Church.  This earthly reflection of 

the Body of Christ, which spans the ages, is a necessity,  for by coming 

128 Cyprian, The Treatises of Cyprian, "Treatise #1 : On the Unity of the Church.", 
#5 tr: Wallis, Ernest Ph.D

Ante Nicene Fathers v.5, Hendrickson, Peabody MA, 1886, 1999, 423
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and building His Church on earth, Christ made part of the Church 

visible.

This visible part of the Church is made up of men, and 

maintained by the Spirit.  Those who look at the Church can not 

always see the unity by which it is described, for where there is only 

one Church, one body for the Head which is Christ, we are 

scandalized by seeing many bodies.  We read the Ephesians where we 

are made one, the enmity between races is broken down so that all 

are one under Christ, yet we see divisions in the church on lines of 

race and nationality.  

Of course, that which was written concerning the nature of the 

Church did not reflect what was seen by Paul, nor by James.  Paul saw 

racism, and pointed to the fact that this is against the nature of the 

church.  James saw the discrimination according to class and was 

offended by this.  They wrote not of things which are within the 

physical manifestation of the church, but instead of ultimate truths 

which are still yet to be realized (even though this is a sign of our 

immaturity in Christ and we should seek to reconcile the earthly 

manifestation of the Church to what she is ultimately.)  

In other words, when we believe in one universal and holy 

Church, we believe in something bigger then ourselves, something 

which goes beyond the prejustice and understanding of man.  We 

believe in what she is becoming, in something that is being built.
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The earthly manifestation of the Church, while imperfect is 

necessary.  Man is created a social creature;129 the religion of 

Christianity is a social religion.  Christ did not come to save only 

individuals, but instead to give salvation to the world and to His 

church as a group.  Christians are commanded to not forsake meeting 

together because of the social nature of our salvation and of our faith. 

We must meet together in a physical sense because we are physical 

beings.  If we were only spiritual, then there would be no need to have 

a physical meeting, but we are also flesh:  Flesh redeemed by Christ's 

taking on of flesh.

It is also necessary because, just as Christ was incarnate and 

took on flesh,  so through the visible Church the "Body of Christ" 

takes on flesh:  flesh which Christ thorough his own holiness makes 

holy and acceptable unto God.

Our belief in the one Church, the body of our eternal Lord, 

requires eschatology in itself.  The existence of the church implies a 

world to come, for there is something that is otherworldly about the 

nature of the church and the character of Her worship.  Her 

composition as the body of Christ with one head which is Christ shows 

that she is in her proper and ultimate status transcendent of this 

world as well as having a physical place in this world.  

129 Remember, In Genesis, the first time God said "not good" he said, "It is not good 
for man to be alone."
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We look to the resurrection of our flesh.  Just as we have 

participated in the death and resurrection through Christ to bring us 

our current salvation, we also look for an eternal salvation.  Christ 

took on the flesh of man, and made it holy and redeemed it.  I have 

focused much on the idea of Christ's human spirit, and the redemption 

we look for in a new and living spirit, however we also look to the way 

he redeemed the flesh.  Just as Christ was risen, taking on a new, 

incorruptible and yet still human130 body, we look to a resurrection 

from the grave in which we also take on such a body.  This is the 

complete realization of the Christian baptism, something that we can 

only at this point anticipate.  

We look to the time when we can see the full reality of our 

beliefs, this is the life and the world which is to come. While we do not 

know the exact details of this future, we know that the destiny of the 

Church as the bride and the body of Christ is tied to the destiny of 

Christ.  We look forward to sharing in His eternal destiny.

130 If Christ had discarded his humanity, then we would not look forward to the 
receiving of new, incorruptible bodies.  (If you remember Chapter 5, the incarnation 
treated by the Fathers not only as a historical advent, but also as an eternal reality.) 
It is because of His new body that we look to our own resurrection, and in this 
resurrection the completion of our baptism.
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What is the nature of the One Church
There seems to be no unity on earth
Our faith names one holy catholic apostolic Church; 
One Church that is nowhere to be found…

Remember Christ speaking to Peter
“On this rock I will build my Church”
Many who are called by the Name have built –
But where is that which is built by Him?

He said, “My kingdom is not of this world,”
He said to put away the sword –
Our battle is not against mortal kings,
Yet we built kingdoms of the earth.

Reading of secret rites
Participation in the death and resurrection of Christ
Taking in His holiness as part of our being 
Yet, many show forms and deny substance.

Where are we to find this church?
Steeple-houses?
Castles built in by the power of men?
Fortresses for a kingdom established on earth?

Who do we seek to find this church?
Preachers?
Priests, Bishops?
Mere men serving an organization made and ruled by men.  

How do we increase the heavenly population?
Evangelists?
Missionaries, modern apostles? 
Men who’s words are powerless to change hearts or bring 

salvation…

The Church is wherever Christ is…
There is no time where the Church is not –
No man can hinder the spread of the Church, 
For it is not an earthly kingdom to be conquered by men.

There is no salvation outside of the Church –
For all the Father has called to Christ
All who have found salvation in Christ
Are in His Church – built by His blood and the Father’s calling

The Church is one
And Christ is her unity
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